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Presenting The Bluff City's Debonair Set
•

S

•

• s'

•
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,THIS1 ROYAL FLUSH (Upper
• 'left corner) — Officers of the
Debonair Set are: A— Mrs:
Annie L. Willis, president; K
—Mrs. Vernita Watson, corresponding secretary; Q—Mrs.
Helen Batts. vice president;
J—Mrs. Vivian Willis, treasurer; 10—Mrs. Frances Hooks,

secretary; 9—Mrs. Martha
Galloway, reporter. (U pper
right) — No meeting is complete among the Debonair Set
without a few Hi Jinks. .Petie Cecelia Willis, at extreme
right whips a chorus line together . . methinks they have
possibilities...
. In the line

(1.r) Annie Laurie Willis, Vivian Willis, N'ernita Watson,
Martha Galloway, Nell Northcross, Frances Hooks, and Cecelia. Naturally they must
have an audience. . .so obliging them are (1-r) Pearl Gordon, ,% lice Kilpatrick, Patiletta Cooke, Helen Batts, a n d

Jean Robinson (on cushion).
((enter) — Let's Relax A Bit
—The members seem to be
saying. ..at any rate they had
a meeting one night where
they came as casval and comfortable as yiri please! While
Vernita Watson, Helen Batts,
Martha Galloway and A Ii cc

Kilpatrick chose to chat a hit
among themselves. ..Pauletta
Cooke, Pearl Gordon, Nell
Northcross joined Jean Robinson and Vivian Willis (in the
background) as they listened
to a discission carried on
among Annie Laurie Willis.
Frances Hooks and Cecelia

Willis (seated on floor) about
the magazine article. (Bottom
photo) — Shower and Secret
Pal Gifts caused these radiant
smiles as members met during
the Christmas holidays. Baby
shower gifts for club member
Annie Lanrie Willis added to
the occasion. Seated in center

Is Pearl Gordon. Starting at
lett: Frances Hooks, Pauletta
Cooke, Vivian Willis, Annie
Laurie Willis, Cecelia Willis.
Martha Galloway. Lamarus
Robinson, Nell Northcross, and
Vernita Watson, (Lower right
corner) — lhis Side Hand—
Exposing a few other lucky

'tricks" includes! Left es
right: Mrs. Nell Nortlicross,
Mr.. Jean Robinson, Aliss Ce.
celia Willis, Miss Paulekte
Cooke. Mrs. Pearl Gordon.
sergeant at arm. and Mn.
Alice Kilpatrick, program
chairman. Not shown is club
member Lanaris Robinson.
(Photos by Withers)
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SOCIETY
Merry-GotoiRound
By Emogene A. Watkins
, FEBRUARY IS FLYING FAST rah Marie Neal, president; Miss
as I told you it would .. . and Juanita Allen, vice-president; Mrs.
it has been full of happenings. Martha B. Whitney, secretary;
Valentine's Day and all of those Miss Mardine King, assistant sefamous birthdays seem to make cretary; Mrs. Mary Wesley, treathis a month with a halo around surer; Mrs. Jean Mason, chairit.
man-entertainment; Mrs. Grace
One of the most fabulous ways Donaldson, reporter, Mrs. Mollie
I have ever seen George Wash- M cCright, Miss Mayola Oliver,
Knighusie
Miss S
Anderson and Mrs.
ington's natal day observed, is the
Evat.
city wide bargain day in t h e
•• *
District of Columbia, each year.
Television sets go for one dime. .. HOUSEGUESTNG-'RECENTLY
yes, I said ten cents ... radios with Mrs. Margaret Smith, of 432
are bought for as low as a nickel. Frazier, was her cousin a n d
. . . cars are sold as low as $25 spouse, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Couand $50 . . . and they run . . . sin, of Columbus, Miss. Mrs.CouPeople start lining up the night sin, a teacher at Union Academy
Azg,
before in front of a store, regard- in Columbus, attended the General
wives and company during
less of the weather and queue up Teachers meeting held Saturday, GERSOPPA DUKES,INC. ENPrice, Mr. and Mrs. James
Room. A festive affair, it was
ident, (holding sign). Other
Preston, and standing, Mrs.
for blocks. Oh yes, all government Feb. 11, at B. T. Washington high
their fourth Annual Formal
TERTAIN—A few of the memWells, Robert Dillard, presiattended by a large number of
guests are shown in accomThelma Davidson and brother,
school.
buildings are closed ... all schools
bers of this outstanding men's
dance held Saturday, Februdent, Miss Louise Logan, and
guests. Left to right: Mr. and
panying picture: Seated at
Ervin McDonald. (Withers
•••
are closed ... but the merchants
group are shown with their
ary 17th at the Flamingo
Clarence Fitzgerald, vice-pres•
Mrs. James Jacobs, Miss B.
table, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
photo)
MAKING THE M 0 S T GRAhold open house . .. You'll read
CIOUS
HOSTESS ever was Mrs.
about it in the daily papers ...
Alice Kilpatrick as she entertained
• •.
, ONE OF THE MOST efferves- members of the Debonair Set at
cent affairs of the season was the her Parkway residence last week
Annual Tea sponsored by mem- amid a bright Valentine decor.
bers of the Merry Circle Charity Bridge playing took a back seat,
The Orchid Social club met at 1
club, one of the city's oldest bene- while the members and guests dinthe home of Mrs. Carrie Smith dur-,
volent groups, on Sunday, Feb. 12, ed sumpuously on the specially caing the first meeting of the year. i The rains came. . .but hard and, manager Willie Pegues, advertis- , and Mrs. Martin Robinson, Miss
at the home of club member Nina tered menu service of barbecued
cheese souffle .. . tossed
Hostess for the second meeting fast. . .The crowd -also came. , ., ing agent, James Wells, book. Jean Sturdivant, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson, of 510 Pontotoc at. A ribs
was Mrs. Bertha Mitchell. Both clear to the last. . .so goes the 1 keeping agent, Louis Harvey, pub- I Charles Nevels, Mrs. Odessa Dickseemingly never ending line of pa- salad . . . hot buttered rolls . . .
'way, Joe L. Holmes, chaplain , ens, Mrs. Dorothy Johnson, Melhostesses entertained in a v e r y saga of the recent Formal
trons and friends kept hostesses spiced tea and a really beautiful
dance
D a.
i'
Woodard,atrustee,d,isor,
sseb\bveirlia Miss
, u%aaokmW
viii Bonds,sN
pleasant manner.
busy re-filling the lovely silver tea dessert which was an ice cream
James
W.iliBiaem
nford, club
On Feb. lithe club sponsored a • ''their fourth annual, given by L
and coffee service placed at each cake in red and green with a ValTacky-Waist line arty.
Three the Gersoppa Dukes, Inc., on Fri- P. Harris, foreien correspondent. vis, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Bowen,
end of a table set with a very entine design topped with whipped
i day, Feb. 17 at the Flamingo and Arthur Pegues.
cream.
Wine
and
hors
d'oeuvres
prizes were awarded for: waist- ,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Suggs.
pretty Italian cutwork cloth. Tasty
Room.
line, Guess box, and for the tack- ;
heart shaped chicken salad sand- were served before,dinner. Happy
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Payne, Wal- V
Everyone had a grand time as SOME OF GUESTS
iest. The happy affair was held at
wiches in red and white comple- guests were: Tillie Whalum, BevGoodman, Lowell R. Powell of
ter
Some
guests
were:
Mr.
the
of
they (lanced to the Finas Newborn
the home of Mrs. Ella Ross. Mrs..
mented the beautiful setting which erly Ford, Maxine Smith, and AlLouis, Mr. and Mrs. O. P.
St.
Mrs. George Greene, Mr. and
Naorni Gray is president and Mrs. band and listened to the thrilling : and
was centered with white long stem- mazine Davis who won the guest
Hubbard, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Mrs.
Washington,
Rock
and
'
Mr.
arof
voice
Harold
guest
amners,
Juanita Daniels is reporter.
med carnations. Hot cheese puffs, prize for bridge. Club prizes went
, Daugherty, Leo King, Fred Shinn,
tist, and former Flamingo Room Mrs. Roy James, Mrs.
. Mamie Dil- Mrs. Mable Jenkins, members of
mints and nuts were also served. to Cecelia Willis and Annie Laurie
headliner, now touring with B. B. hard, Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw,
Presiding at the table were Mrs. Willis.
following clubs: Twelve MaKing and his aggregation. As usual Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and Mrs. the
Ceneta Qualls and Miss Mary ColLa Jovial, Las Dilettantes,
trons
there was a hilarious floor show. Robert Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. LesDUKE ELLINGTON WAS THE
.lier.
Cheri; Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Mar
La
The suave members on hand to I ter Snell, Mrs. Martha J. SteinWalker, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Special guest was Mrs. Nancy INSPIRATION for a few intimate
Chicago,
nY
Bowen
of
warmly
guests
greet
berg,
John
of
,
:
all
their
others.
Cobbs of Chicago, mother of Rev. gatherings during his recent ap_._
were: Messrs. Robert Dill a r d, t Mr. and Mrs. Claude Partee, Mrs.. Lee and many
Clarence Cobbs, former Mem- pearance at the Handy Theater
WIMP
-Mrs.
Ray-1
president,
and
Hall,
Fitzgerald,:
Clarence
Mr.
Ann
The Gay Blades Social club met
phian and prominent minister in ; with his famous orchestra. A very
I
easily met fellow . . . he is a
recently at the home of Mrs. Bes- vice president, Carl Smith, secre- mood Dillard. Mrs. Vernona TuckChicago.
tarv
James Jacobs financial ' er, Mrs. June Tucker, mr. and ' A grizzly hear rarely attacks a
lover of the home variety of hosYoung
of
sic
Calla.
1140
enAn
Cordial members were: Mrs. S.I
June human being unless surprised or
pitality . .
and was especially
joyable meeting was held with • secretary, Calvin Dillard, treasur- ,I Mrs. Oliver Johnson, Mrs.
W. Qualls, president, Mrs. Bessiel
Mr. I molested.
Tuggle,
Donaldson.
business
Bessie
Benny
cc,
,
McCain,
Miss
happy when he breakfasted t h e
plans for the year being discussRice, vice-president, Mrs. L. A.
morning after his big show with
ed. A very tempting menu was
Johnson, secretary, Mrs. Sadie,
the Dr. Julian Kelso's. They are
served by the hostess.
Gurney, assistant secretary, Mrs.
friends of long standing, and so
Presiding were the roster of new
Mable Swaiosey, treasurer, Mrs.
it was just like 'Old Home Week.'
officers elected at the previous
Maggie Kirkland, chaplain, Mrs.
Johnetta is proud of the lovely
meeting at the home of Mrs. LaJuanita Cole, reporter, Mrs. Ray
album of his latest recordings that
velle Yancey, of 905 Alaska. Also
Brayon, Mrs. Hattie Moore, Mrs.
Duke gifted her with .. . Atty.
at this meeting, five new members
John Lacey, Mrs. Georgia Saddler,
Thurgood Marshall likewise found
were welcomed into the club. They
Mrs. Mae Ellison, Mrs. Maude
the food, the company and surwere Mesdames Susie Walker,
Moseley, Mrs. Beulah Walls, Mrs.
roundings to his pleasure as he
Essie Stubblefield, Leatha DunniAnnie Thompson, Mrs. May Tate
breakfasted with Johnetta a n d
gan, Ina Foster and Florence
James and Mrs. Nina Jackson.
Dr. Julian. Also old friends . • • he
Woodson.
•••
complimented his hostess highly
New officers are Mrs. Lavelle
' A PLEASANT VALENTINE for the exquisite service and for
I Yancey, president, Mrs. Susie
PARTY was the way members the beautiful poem she wrote
I Walker, vice-president; Mrs. Besof the Clique Social club enter- (within a matter of minutes) dedisie Young, secretary, Mrs. Ruby
tained their friends on Saturday, cated to the NAACP, which was
Jackson, treasurer; Mrs. Reaver
MISS ERNESTLNE TAYLOR
Feb. 11. at Orleans Hotel. Avery read during the public program.
Robinson, social treasurer, Mrs.
decorative party it was, with Don't he surprised if you see it
The Captains group of the Mt. "The Mt. Moriah church invites Leather Dunnigan, chaplain,
and
hearts and cupids everywhere ... in the Crisis magazine . • THE Moriah Baptist church, Orange
Memphis in general and music Mrs. Chalye M. Dandridge, reportand an occasional guest or mem- HAROLD I. JOHNS entertained Mound, is presenting Miss Erneslovers in particular to join in the el%
ber brightening up things a bit for the famed attorney at dinner... tine Taylor a recital Sunday aftenjoyment of this joyous occasion.
There As you would expect, the menu ernoon, Feb. 26, 5
with a touch of red .
p.m., at the Although we would appreciate as
was fine food and they played was divine, and the intimate 1%It. Moriah Baptist church,
2634 many patrons at S1.00 each as
bridge quite well that night .. group present gave him that much Carnes ave.
I we can get, the admission is
to win the beautiful prizes .. .! more to take hack in the way
Miss Taylor, being a product of Free."
Members include: Miss Birdie C.'yof pleasant thoughts about his stay Orange Mound,
The Community Aid and Assist
Melrose High
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy is church
Lenoir, Miss Maggie Newsom, here,
school, Lealoyne college. and pastor.
ance club met at the home of
Mrs. Vallie Hayes, Mrs. Orleane
*•
Mrs. Bessie Ford of 1329 Horace
Memphis, certainly merits all the
Chatters, Mrs. Katherine Irby.
A REALLY NICE AFFAIR was appreciation and encouragement a
at., recently. The meeting was con•
•
Mrs. Mary Alice Turner and Mrs. the Cocktail-Dinner
ducted by the president, Mrs.
Party which local girl making goid can get.
Ruth Porter.
Miss Odell Boswell, assisted by
Prof. J. D. Springer, general
The Housewives League Unit 12 Charity Davis. A short devotion
•••
her sister, Mrs. Doris Bowen, plan- chairman, says "We are expecting met at the home of Mrs.
Juanita was rendered by the chaplain, Mrs.
' THERE COULDN'T HAVE been I ned in honor of Duke Ellington Memphis to
turn out and hear this Daniels recently. Members re- Betty Neal.
a happier face . .. nor a younger Sunday, Feb. 12 at their residence
The lesson was taught from
young singer. As far back as; her elected all officers for the current
seeming person than Mrs. Leatha at 789 Cella. Everything was
pre- high school days, Miss Taylor year. A donation of S5 was voted Matthew chapter by the teacher.
A. Gilliam who observed her 90th pared in a grand manner
with was thrilling audiences with her by the members to be sent to.the Rev. W. L. Brown. It was voted
birthday at a happy gathering of cocktails being served before
that the group donate three deldin- unusual soprano voice. Through WDIA March of Dimes.
relatives and friods during a buf- nett. accompanied by a volume
of her college career in Spelman and
Mrs. Ruth Nevels is director, lars to WDIA radio station in befet supper held in her honor at sparkling chatter, and loads of
Lealoyne, she has received wide and Mrs. Juanita Daniels is re- half of the March of Dimes.
Model 147007
her home recetaly. Hostesses good humor. As the guests servacclaim as a soloist,
. porter.
were her daughters, Mrs. Nellie ed their plates from a beautifully
Mabry and Mrs. Cozetta G. Coop- set buffet table, Jerry Daer, who were assisted by Mrs. vis Brown, personable WDIA disc
Bertha Ward and Mrs. Florence jockey, and her hubby, Otis
Walton. Her two sons. J. C. Gil- Brown joined Archie Bowen, (Dor! The VIP Social club met at the
liam and Harry Gilliam escorted is' hubby in catching up on the
; home of Mrs.Ernestine Duff r
her to the beautiful table. A cor- latest in the record world as the
: 1050 Bammelave.. on Saturday,
cruALLY is one-third smaller than any other TV
sage of yellow rose buds were pin- Duke of Ellington brought them '
Feb. 11. An interesting business
ned on by her grand daughter, to date. Also on hand to get this
of its type. Take it on trips. From roam to room.
i meeting was conducted by the
Mrs. Letha A. Mitchell of Green- first hand information were Thel1 president, Mrs. Pinkie Simmons.
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.
wood, Miss. Mesdames Delilah ma Pickett, Johnnie Black a n d
I The delicious menu was enjoyFeatures rugged built-to-travel cabinet., built-in
Dickerson, Augusta Hinton, Marion Bobby Floyd.
!ed by all of the members and the
Electra
Gilliam and litantenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way interference
Gilliam,
guests who were Mr. and Mrs. NaAn old acquaintance of the Bostle Shirley Williams received wells, Duke always
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007,
thaniel Wellingon of 1428 Decatur
looks forward
guests.
to dinner at their home and prizes
1st. Mrs. Orilla Akines of 1501 HarThe evening was highlighted by their warm hospitality . . . as he
lem St., will he hostess on Feb.
1
telegrains and phone calls from made clear when he picked up
25.
The two-tone series with a
her grandchildren. Dr. J. C. Gil- his umpteenth "rib" after making
new car look. Center handle ia
liam, of Detroit, Miss Euzelia P. , like a gourmet with the rest of
aluminum. Available in terra
Seminary Lecturer
Cooper, of Nashville, Mrs. Valda I the food . . . which consisted of
eotta & ivory (Model 14T009)
I ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. A. DudPandy and Fred S. Cooper, of Chi- fried chicken . . . barbecued
or gray & ivory (Model
;ley Ward, executive secretary of
cago, and Dr. Dolores J. Cooper, ribs . •
141008) ... one low price feet
relish dish . . . pear
14-inch TV!
who is studying in Copenhagen, salad • .. spaghetti . . . stringthe Board of Social and Economic
Denmark.
Relations, will deliver the Thir.
beans . . buttered carrots , . .
• • •
moda
kield-Jones lectures at Gammon
hot cornbread and rolls . • . apple
WOOS
1 Theological Seminary on Feb. 24,
' THE COCKTAIL HOUR hostesed pie . .. and coffee. How about
1 29 and' March 1, according to
by members of the Queens of that!
Hearts Bridge club on Sunday.
Harry V. Richardson, president.
•*
Feb. 12, at the Flamingo Room
ONE OF THE MANY congenial
was a very gala and festive affair. club groups which meet
regularly
Guests were entertained in a most is the Criterion Bridge club
which I
kleasant fashion by the members gathered on Saturday, Feb,
18. a'
AUTOS - FURNITURk
wiki were attractively attired in the residence of Mrs. Grace Parkvelwhile, jersey blouses with red
EQUIPMENT
er. on Cannon st. Admiring the
I oreador pants worn with beautifully wrapped prizes, done
veteen‘,v
•
a cumm bund. and net skirts.
A FLOWER AMONG FLOWof cheer, and friends young
in patriotic colors were Mesdames
There IA a reason why people
Wand
Frinkelle
miswas
Mrs.
ERS is Mrs. Leatha A. Giland old brought many lovely
Eltzabeth Cox, Rivers King and
Like to do business with us. It
tress of ceremonies during the pro- Mattie Bell Ward . .
liam who celebrated her 90th
gifts. she is the widow of the
. who took
Is our prompt, friendly service,
gram which featured Miss Ms-net- them home incidentally,
late George W. Gilliam of
in that birthday recently when s
ccurteous treatment and desire
ts Sims singing "Whatever Lola order. All members
efarksdale, Miss. (See Society
present en- n as entertained with a buffet
to help you.
Wants, Lola Gets." backing it up joyed the fine
supper
in
Beautiful
her home.
menu of filet miMerry Go Round.)
with interpretive dancing. T h e gnon. french
•
flowers created an atmosphere
green beans, parsley
charming Miss Juanita Reddicks potatoes, spring
salad, hot rolls.
sang several numbers. Fun galore and tea. Ice
cream was served
'SECRET' SCHOOLS
highlighted the occasion when the with individual
BOTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.
cakes topped by a
magician, John Wesley Sallee prov- hatchet and
DIRECTORY OF THE MYSTERY
FINANCE COMPANY
a cherry
. . just
ed that the hand Is quicker than like the tally
cards. Others pres- SCHOOLS. These -Secret- schools
152 MADISON AVE.
7,ero-10 quickly helps you feel
the eye. Music was furnished by i ent were:
Mesdames Amanda seldom published. Dollar. 1 S.
again' Proven Zero-10 ,liquid orgood
;
tabthe Fines Newborn hand.
lets,
tn•l•
fast to give all-ova, relief
PHONE JA 5-7614
I Brown, Georgia Covineton, Abhie King, P.O. 8. 2693. Tampa,
to ,old misedes and discomforts.
Responsible for the unusually Jackson. Mozelle Parker and Miss
Children like it too At drug
Name Owmafl
Nemo Overstaff
Florida
counters. Money back guarantee.
delightful i ening were: Mrs. Sa-, Jim Ella Cotton.
1
..
-

Miss Taylor To Sing
Sunday At Mt. Moriah

Orchid Club
Gives Party

1

Gersoppa Dukes' Fourth Formal
Atti-acts Crowd Despite The Rain

Gay Blades
Accept Five

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

Community Club
Makes Donation

Housewives League

, Mrs. Duff Fetes
!VIP Social Club

Goes where Luz go!INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE!

A

4

I

-0

g

i

S11995
Easy Terms

LOANS

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts

Got a Cold?...
Take ZERO-10

DIXIE

• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

2268 PARK at
760 UNION at Forrest Park
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
JA, 7-2631
33-8507

.
I

•
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Your Keen Ye•Teen Corner

Sat., Feb. 25, 1956

Sure, it's great just being a teen, is know the secrets of
being
but being a Y-Teen — Boy!
CHARMING. Tuesday, Feb. 21,
, The Y-Teens, the teen-age de- from 4 to 5 p. m. all Y
-Teens are
partment of the YWCA, have invited to attend a charm
session
really been functioning this Fall at the "Y." The discussion
will be
end they've just really .itarted. about clothes .end what girl
isn't
Last Friday night, four Y-Teens interested in clothes.
(Maxine Anderson, Ethelyn Hurst, Mrs. L. J. Pope
of B. T. W.
/Wye Moore and Marion Pegues) High school will be in charge.
interpreted through dance t h e On Thursday, Feb. 23, the topic
spiritual "Deep River" at the An- will be BOY-GIRL RELATIONS. A
nual Membership Dinner and that panel will be here to answer all
young man-about-town, LaFayette your questions that you've been
Seymour, senior at B. T. Wash- bursting to ask someone. The highington High school sang the spirit- school students will especially be
ual.
interested in this session. REAFTER SCHOOL AFFAIRS
MEMBER, FEB. 21, and FEB. 23.
However, interpretive dancing PRESENTING THREE CLUBS
Isn't the only kind of dancing YThe Y-Teen club at --Kortrecht
Teens do. Some afternoon you may school has been organized since
drop in at the "Y" and see the October and got off to a grind
"Chicken" and 'Neki Hokey- tak- start for the 1955-56 school year.
ing the auditorium floor. Several Our advisers are Mrs. Helen Mcof the clubs have had after school Call and Mres. Vashti Montague.
dances from 4 to 6 p. m., and
Our club officers are as follows:
really had a crowd! Porters President, Frances Britt; Viceclub is having an after R's Hop, president, Mary Burton; Secretary
(after reading, 'riting and 'risme- Mary Yabrough; Assist. Secretary,
tic). If your club wishes to have Rosie Jackson, Treasurer, Barentertainment of this kind (dance, bara Ray; Asst. Treasurer,
Maparty, show, etc.) whether to raise rion Meeks; Chaplain, Carol
Ann
QUEENS OF HEARTS Bridge
money for your club's treasury or Rockingham; Asst. Chaplain,
Mary
club members entertained in
just for fun alone. — call down to Jamerson. Our president, Frances
true Valentine spirit with a
the YWCA and make arrangement Britt, is the vice president
of the
Cocktail Hour on Sunday, Feb.
with the Program Director. It's In-Ter Club Y-Teen Council
and
12, at the Flamingo Room.
as simple as all that!
our trearurer, Barbara Ray, is
Their red velvet toreador
CHARM CUE SES,_SIONS
the Asst. Secretary of the same
pants with net skirts and white
No need to ask the question, council. We are 40 members
"which one of you would like to strong and we are
looking forward
be popular and charming?" Ev- to a successful and interesting
ery girl likes to be good company remaining year.
to have around and you certainMary Jamerson, reporter.
ly can be — all you have to do
LAR OSE SCHOOL
The La Rose school Y-Teen club
met the second Monday in OcMrs. Cora Jordan White, of Coltober and elected officers. Officers
umbus, Ohio, social, civic, haterelected: President, Connie Fitnal and religious worker will again
gerald; Vice president, Lorene
HONORED AGAIN — Miss
Arline Ayala of Dubuque. Her
loniew, of 1086 S. Bellevue
be presented to the Memphis pubJones; Secretary, Lucille KenAnne Carnes Bartholomew,
escort is Merve Thorne, of
blvd., Miss Bartholomew is a lic by the women of Metropolitan
nedy; Asst. Secretary, Mary Bloywho was the Tel-State DefendMontreal, Canada. The dance
sophomore majoring in politiBaptist church on Sunday, Feb.
des: Treasurer, Ruby Wallace,
er's first Calendar Girl is seen
was sponsored by Onicron
cal science preparing for a
26 in a program during which time
' Plans are being announced by Chaplain, Nancy Sutton; and Rehere being presented at t h e
Mu, home economic% sorority,
career in law. She is a memshe will make the main address.
the Memphis graduate chapter of porter, Geanie Murphy. The AdUniversity of Dubuque "Sweetand selection of the queen
ber of Seta Phi sorority and
It begins at 3:15 p.m.
Omega men for their forthcom- visers are Miss Eloise Bacon and
heart Swirl" on Feb. 11. Miss
was under auspices of the Key.
also sere as a student senaing charity dance which has been Miss IV. B. Smith.
Bartholomew is an attendant
student yearbook. Daughter of
tor to the student government.
planned for Friday, April 6 at Club
to the 1956 Key Queen, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey Bartho•
ALONZA
LOCKE
Ebony.
In what is acknowledged as a T h e Y-Teens of Alonzo Locke
Watson, jr., corres. sec's,
departure from earlier years, the School held its meeting Wed. Mrs.
organization has chosen for this , nesday, Oct. 12, 1955. The purpose
Vivian Willis treasurer, Mrs, Maryear, a new theme, "Fun-O-Rama- of that meeting was to elect oftha Galloway, reporter; Mrs.
ma."
ficers. They are as follows: presit at arms,
' Plans at thls time are incom- dent, Mary Frances Riley; ViceJohn
Kilpatricic,
program
Gordon'
Mrs. Frank
sergean
plete, but the dance committee president, Evelyn Love; Secretary,
I.chairman; Miss Pauletta Cooke,
promises it will be an event that Ruby Neil Washington; Assist
(SEE PAGE 9)
ties include infant showers. .and
Northcross, Mrs. HerIn every way lives up to its in- ant Secretary, Lizie Ross; TreaThe Debonair set is a group of housewarmings. They are a very Mrs. Theron
hert Robinson, Mrs. Jean Rohmtriguingly modern theme. The com- surer, Bobbie Ann Elrod;
thirteen
charming,
dignified,
and
congenial group.
Chapbert Robinson. Mrs. Jean Robinmittee is composed of Dr. 1. A. lain, Frankie Shorter, Mrs. Chris- graceful members of the young
Officers and members are: Mrs. son, Miss Cecelia Willis. A few
Watson. Dr. E. Frank White, Law- tine Corpal. Advisor. Other Ad- married set who are active socialA. W. Willis. president; Mrs. Bel- start glances will justify the lovely
rence Westley, O'Ferrel V. Nel- visers are Miss Cynthia Currin, ly, professionally and civic-wise in
en Batts, vice-president; Mrs. B. name of the organization. • .The
the
son, and John C. Parker.
Bluff
Aside
City.
from the du- L. hooks, secretary; Mrs. I. A.
Mesdames Clementine Hughes,
Debonair Set. .don't you agree?
Tickets will go on sale and re- Elizabeth Simon and Minnie An- ties of mothers and homemakers,
included in the group are teachers,
servations may be made on or derson.
after March 3.
social workers and stenographReporter, Lizzie B. Poe.
ers.
They were organized in September, 1949 with eight members, ,.
only one married at the time. ..
for the purpose of enjoying the
companionship of each other at
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of Zeta for Finer Womanhood Week, Feb.
bridge. .and to entertain their Phi Beta sorority, Inc., held its 19-28.
',boyfriends. . ,who returned the regular monthly meeting on last
The remainder of the week's aoeourtesp once a year, Four of the week in the dining room of the tivitica are; Feb. 24 — Social
founders now active are: Mrs. Orleans Hotel with Soror Rose Ma- Hour, Soror Utoka Quarles; SatJohn Gordon, Mrs. Benjamin rie Roberts as hostess,
urday, Feb. 25 — Story Hour at
Hooks, Misses Paulette Cooke and
Nine pledgees were put on pro- Cossitt Library, Soror Larcenia
Cecelia Willis.
bation for membership in the so. Cain; Sunday, Feb. 26 — Chapel
They choose an annual project rority for the period which end_ Services at Kennedy General hospita!, Soror Hazel Pyles. Genfor their charity work. A gala ed Feb. 10.
chairman for Finer Womanpicnic is the much anticipated afThe new officers of Alpha Eta eral
fair that they give for the pleas- Zeta were installed by Soror Ber- hood Week is Soror Helen N. %Vatterford.
ure of their friends at the close
nice A. E. Callaway, national
of their meeting season in June chairman of La Cherios project.
. . They resume in the fall.
They are: Basileus, Soror GloThe Debonair Set meets each ria Callian, Anti Basileus, Soror
second Saturday in the month. Mildred I'. Ilorne, Grammateus,
Special enthusiasm is displayed in Soror Marilyn Tucker, Anti Gram the selection of bridge prizes by mateus, Soror Leath!' Haley, TaThe Registered Nurses club held
each hostess. . .which makes for mias Grammateus, Soror Mildred its monthly meeting at the resiOPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.
part of members and guests who C. Brady, Tamias, Soror Bernice dence of. Mrs. Cornelia Tillman,
show amazing skill at each ses- McClellan, Epistoleus, Soror Ear- of 1339 Gleason.
sion. Also each hostess shows off line M. Somerville, Philaeter, SoHigh lights of the meeting were
her imagination to great advan- ror Helen N. Watford, Pi Alpha plans for the Annual Spring Tea
tage in the preparation of mem* sponsors, Sorors Carlotta Stewart and consideration of details of the
and decorations.
and Helen N. Waterford.
sending of a delegate to the National Nurses Association meeting
To keep the spirits high. , .se- MAKE REPORTS
All Finer Womanhood Commit- to be held in Chicago.
cret pals are chosen at a given
Mrs. F. Finnie is president;
meeting. . .only to be revealed at tee chairmen made their reports
Christmas time. Other activi- on each day's activities scheduled Mrs. N. Clarke, secretary.

Donaldson, Nirs, Mary Wesley
and Mks Mayola Oliver. Mem
hers not shown are Mrs. Eva
Knight, and Miss Susie Ander
son. (Withers Photo.)

of the women for the% month of
February. Sunday school — 9 a.m.
Regular services 11 a.m. Dinner
served in dining room — 1 p.m.,
Program and address by Mrs.
White — 3:13 p. ni.; Training
Union — 545 p.m.; Music and
She will make a second address Address by Mrs. White-7!30 p.m.
7:30 p.m. Special music will he . General chairman of activities is
rendered by the large Woman's Mrs. Mary Hill, Mrs. Willie Mae
chorus,
Strickland is/ publicity chairman,
Thousands have heard this elo- Mrs. Gladys Webb, finance chair.
quent and most pleasing speak- man, Mrs. Ruth Reeves is
er. . .she always has an interestRev. S. A. Owen, pastor.
sertay,
ing message. This series of pro- The public is cordially invited.. g
grams constitute closing activities the weather will not hinder.

Mrs. White To Address
Women Of Metropolitan

Charity Dance
Being Planned
By Omega Men

Debonair Set Choose'
Charity Work Annuly

•

jersey tops made a beautiful
picture as you can see! Left
to right: Mrs. Mollie MeCright,
Mrs. Martha B. Whitney, Mise
Juanita Allen, Mrs. Jean Mason- Miss Mardine King, Mrs.
Sarah Marie Neal. Mrs. Grace

11

Zeta Sorority Puts 9
Pledgees On Probation

1
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Feed your baby
CARNATION,
America's
"healthy babfinilld

GRADE

•

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

Registered Nurses
Plan Spring Tea

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

•

Going home...
for perfect
refreshment

Niche*, Harris, Washington, D.C., a First Prize Winner of the Carnation Hometown Heolthy Baby Contoet

Till MOST NOURISHING form of milk
for your baby's bottle ...the safest
and most digestible, too ... that's
Carnation, the "healthy baby" milk
every doctor knows.
Eight out of 10 mothers who feed

their babies a Carnation formula
say: "My doctor recommended it."
So you see—in all the world,there's
no finer health-building formulator
your precious baby than one4nade
with Carnation.

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING AND COFFEE,TOO!
BETTER-BLENDING Carnation
gives you rich flavor and smooth
results every time...in every
recipe that calls for mind

Your shopping cart is a mirror
of your family's taste... its
preferences in food and
beverage. Since almost everyone
appreciates the hest, you'll want
to make sure your cart contains
a good supply of bright and
bracing Coca-Cola ... the

att

"MISS CIIA,RM, MR. ESQUIRE" FINALISTS — (front)
Miss Yvonne White of Beau.
meet, Texas, second place;
Miss Jacqueline Davie s,

Electrical Wiring
CALL

perfect re reshrnentl
iOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF TM! COCA-COLA 110TTLINO

COMPANY ST

cUCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
•111$4, 51E1 COCA-COLA COWAN'?

L.--

CREAMY-RICH
Carnation "creams"
coffee, fruits and
cereals to
perfection.
Carnation is the
rich milk that whips,
too! Get several
cans today!

FRED G. JONES
153 N. CLEVELAND
PHONE BR 6-6041
Over 30 Years

Greenville, Miss., winne r;
Miss Jacqueline Coke Birmingham. Alabama, third
place. (Back) Walter C a I dwell, Pulaski, Tennessee, seco n d place; Wilbur Davi s,
MONEY • LOVE • 00012 LUCK RIC"
HAPPINESS CAN SE YOURS

PROPHET WARD
"" h.Ipd many Pconle get the things
they want in life. Your problems solved. your question, answered. your
lucky numbers given. Write today;

PROPHET WARD
P.O. Sox Tai, Chnst. 0., Augusta. Oa.

New York City, winner; Rich.
aid Caffey, LaGrange, Ill.,
third place.

Husbands! Wives!

Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger
Thousands of couples are weak, osore-out.
esheu,ted lust because body
locks
For new
Younger feeling after 40, try ilOn•
Osfsgs Tozng
tablets. Contain iron for pep;
supplement
doses vitamins Si and B. In a tingle
day,
Ostrez supplies as much iron as IC dozen
raw
oysters. 4 lbs of liver or IA lbs. of beef.
7-day
"get-ar quainted- size costs little. Or get
Scotsszny au-. and save $1.45. lit all druggists.

' wiSeet defeats',Come
WORLD'S LEADING 'BRAND OF EVAPORATE() MILK ,

iMillions prefer it to any other brand!

h

•••••••

•

Why Stars Hit Package Shows"

IMO

Promoters Want
Bargains Only;
'Singles' Nixed

IMO

By ROB ROY
to the pitcure, this from mouth of
one well known talent agent. Says
critithis
corner
to
not
for
It Is
he: "Keeping acts and musicians
cize these terrific "package" busy is a tough job with so many
shows that clutter up halls and cities Presenting attractions pebring runs on boxoffiees. We sorts riodically. Time was when ,New
like 'em. "Birdland Stars of York and Chicago's Savoy ball1956" that appeared here Sunday rooms used talent regularly; the
was socko just like others we've Appolo theatre in New York did
seen.
likewise and- so did several spots
Trouble is, however, we find it In California. That isn't true today.
difficult to close our ears and Only a handful of those places are
keep enough waste baskets for the using live talent now and even
squawks that come from, not the then not regularly.
paying customers or the agents
"And so, like any other business
but the guys and gals who are not
agents had to figincluded in the various packages. person we the
felThey feel their "outlets are being ure out gimmicks to keep the
curtailed" by this recent surge of lows and girls working. Few propackage deals and here is why. moters will turn down chance to
Said one of the top artists a few present a package that includes
days ago. "You know it is hard several stars. They know there is
enough now but pretty soon there money to be made and after all
will be no chance for a single like money is the reason for promoting.
myself to get booked into a town. There is no other business or proPromoters are all looking for bar- fession that can come to its own
gain packages. And so are the aid so easily. Doctors won't treat
patrons in some cities. They will you twice for price of one visit;
come out only when two, three or, undertakers won't bury an entire
sometimes 20 artists are on one family for the cost of one person
bill. They don't even count a large and so on down the line. Yes, we
band as a bargain. They want the are lucky to have control of enough
band allright but there must be names to supply packages. If we
an accompaning act or two or couldn't do so the movies houses
three, or else they stay away in
and TV would get all the business
large numbers."
and the actors not in films or on
AGENTS ALSO SPEAK
There is, of course, another side video would suffer.
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WHEN LENA HORNE was in
Hollywood for her brief guest
starring role in the pia "Meet
Me In Las
Hazel
Washington, left,
Vegas",
Defenders

Hollywood correspondent and
Rosalind Russell visited with
her on the MGM set. Rosahind's latest picture, "Picnic"
opens at State-Lake thtatre

today. Lena and Hazel, incidentally, watch Miss Russell
make several scenes during
production of "Picnic".

II}

West Coast Set a TV
Program Hitting Bias'

SAN FRANCISCO—"Barrier," a 1 under the terms of a grant from to present them as it sees fit. He
hard-hitting TV series, will make 1 the Fund for the Republic. Colvin added that the Council will make
its bow in the Bay Area on KRON- emphasized that the grant has no every effort to give each issue
TV, Channel 4, Sunday the 26th strings attached that within the balanced treatment, affording ed.
of February, 2:30-3:00 p.m. The general subject the Council is free vocates of major points of view a
new weekly public service televi- to choose the issues it wishes and chance to be heard.
on Back Porch room of the
clothes and hied off for GasWHEN COUNT BASLE was in
sion program will cover events and
private Key Club. Another
light Club as guests of Finis
town with "Birdland Stars"
issues that affect civil liberties
Henderson for a few hours of
such stunt and fans will be
Sunday he and wife Catherine,
and racial and religious minority
spying "The Rev. Basie."
donned their (you guest what)
fun.. They were photographed
groups. The show seems to be
unique in its scope and its treatment. according to Reynold H.
Colvin, president of the Council
for Civic Unity of San Francisco
which will sponsor and produce
By ALAN DREW
tin my long experience with the
"Barrier." Colvin said that the
fair sex is that you can't trust a
new series is believed to be the
A woman is just like an auto- woman with brown eyes." He said
was
only television program in the na- mobile. She looks right with the
me
tion dealing exclusively with the right paint job. Goes right with "Gosh, I've been married to my
mu
twin subjects of civil liberties and the right oil, but sometimes you wife for two years and I just realized I don't know what color her
Pre
civil rights.
have to choke her to get her eyes are. So he rushed home
as
Cer
Most of the Subjects taken up started. Woman expects three
week signed Roy Glenn in the I Peck, his participation is vital to
fast as He could and found his
By HARRY LEVEITE
her
dramatized
be
"Barrier"
will
on
things
from
a
say,
her
man.
Her
roost important part he has filled the plot in the current cinemawife asleep in bed. He crept up
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — DesSI
through locally filmed documenta- way and all his pay. Nothing beats close
"Lydia Bailey" on the same scope feature. "The Man In The
since
and lifted her eye-lid.
Cob
d to please the thousands of
ries, including or followed by live- a good wife but a bad husband. "BROWN!"
Gray Flannel Suit."
lot five years ago.
he yelled. Just then
fivecon.
A
Cla Ne
fans who appreciate seeing
and
comment
pro
ly
If
you're
planning
marriage
don't
Glenn, who besides being a high"BROWN" rushed through the
World
War
Matthews
in
Sgt.
As
better
in
week's
cast
the
phi. artists
roundup
of
the race
minutes
marry for money, borrow it. It's door and said, "How did you
ly qualified actor, whose abilities
know
Chi roles, Tw tieth Century-Fox last II sequences with star Gregory have been Improved by experinews in civil liberties and inter- cheaper.
I was here."
"action
brief
plus
relations.
group
Alter
1
married,
I
found
got
C
ence and constant stay, is also
Another time I was standing on
notes", will wind up the half-hour out that a Wie is a woman who
W.
of outstanding character, a devotthe
corner talking to a friend of
will
stick
by
you
in
trouble
all
the
show.
Ric
civic
in
active
and
man,
ed family
Job
• Colvin said "Barrier" will run you wouldn't of had, if you had mine. I looked up and I saw two
and religious circles. His reliabiOur
an initial 13 weeks, but may be not married her in the first place. women approaching us. I said,
lity and obedience to direction
Mal
Marriage is a ceremony where "Look John 'here comes my wife
stals,
demand
in
for as long a3 a year
extended
in
keeps him
a
ring is put on the finger of the with my girl friend." He said,
Ma,
movie and television roles.
woman and through the nose of "You know I was getting ready to
Jua
In Lydia Bailey he portrayed
the man. Marriage is an occupa- tell you the same thing."
Bra
the powerful role of leader of a
You can't trust a woman at all
tion that pays the highest wages
Job
desperate band of Haitian guernowadays. When a woman calls
for
un-skilled
labor.
Mrs
Marriage
is
the
to
terror
a
carrywarriors,
rilla
his
to
wise
"DEAR NOSEY", warns the and Ruby are
the result of the weakness in men you, Lamb, it means she's getting
Moe
tIst Sunday night when she aping on. — THE BILL DRIVERS crack French soldiers, during the SWEET TV SET — This 16.
ready to pull the wool over your
that women take advantage of.
Ann mail bag: "There'll be pleoty do- are feasting on wild game, a gift revolution that freed Haiti. He is pound cake, a gift from her
peared on CBS-TV's "Toast Of
eyes. When a man pulls the wool
Alimony
is
like
paying
off
the
Jam ing and plenty going in wrong di- from Memphis' Walter Culpep- well remembered as Rum
the London, England, fan chili to
The Town." Miss Atwell reover
his wife's eyes he has to
installments
on
the
car
after
the
champion
THAT
if
ring
night
managcfeof
Saturday
Drivbrusque
rectioa
per. — AND SPEAKING OF
singer Winfred Atwell by
cently completed n 16 week
wreck. Men, we should live and be careful about the yarn's he's
A LITTLE LADY insists on staging er what goes with him and ex- Husky Miller, in "Carmen Jones." plane, was presented to the artour of Australia.
learn, but by the time we learn, using.
PAI
Recently Glenn has had to find
are
"hen party" at certain Hotel.!partner Edgar Anderson who
it's too- late to live. Lots of girls
I know a couple that's been man,
NBC's
in
appearances
oft
for
together so much of late.— time
told her to I seen
— HUBBY has alreadygroup
can be had for a song. The trouble ried for 25 years and they are
tam
'BUSINESS again, boys? — MER- "Medic", "G.E. Theatre," and the i
is, its the wedding march. Most still in love. He's in love with a
Feb quit associating with
and hubby ruin- Jack Benny show. In "The Man
' CEDES DAVION
women like colorful men. Men blond and she's in love with a
deer inviting to party. — SPEAKING ored to be 'not so tight' these In The Gray Flannel Suit," he porone givwith tanned faces, blue eyes and wolf. I know a girl who would
heal OF "HEN PARTIES" the
trays a depth of sympathy and undays. WONDER WHY?
green backs.
make a good wife and mother.
and en by that Woodlawn beautician — THE CURIOUS are wondering derstanding for Peck's partial
Down in the divorce courts today Come to think of it, she'd make
her Sunday night past was a %sower if Cordie King was in Philly mental collapse, after he had aca woman said her husband only a good sparring partner too. Now
with in every sense. — GALS, MOST Wednesday for opening of Sam- cidentally killed his friend Kencommon or
spoke to her three times during days in looking at the short bathWas OF THEM married,
show "Mr. Wonder- neth Tobey with a hand grenade.
Davis,
jr.,
my
local court. He charges the Davis
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP)
otherwise, ended up fit to be pourtheir marriage. The judge gave ing suits the girls are wearing on
brid edfur
Incidentally, Glenn is also an
'.
Sisters have made him lose "thouwere
all
that
bottles
into
•
•
back
•
may
be
her custody of the three children. the beach this year a man needs
famed
Davis
Sisters
The
-sing
re
to v
excellent singer, first
sands of dollars."
Another man told the judge that an imagination to keep his imagiMen over the place, empty but there. THAT NEAR FIGHT ('t w a s prominence in a mammoth Fed- involved in a $10,000 law suit acBO DIDDLEY, will be wowing the he had 28 children and didn't love nation from imagining what he
Lent — LITTLE LADY WHO kept get-. closer than that) between two eral Production musical ''Run Lit- cording to Ronnie William, pro- ' "They have skipped engagepatrons at Allyne Nixon's Basin his wife. The judge asked him why should not imagine.
Mrs. ting into every act (her red-blonde 'Waitresses at a popular nighiery tle Chillun."
moter and manager of the famed ments and failed to show up for Street Lounge beginning Wednesparty
Killer
the
at
all)
and
did he have 28 children. He said he
hair
concerts
for
gospel programs and
It's a true saying, "A dumb girl
Chat
h Saturday night didn't start with
singing group.
day, Feb. 22. Bo Diddley is a big guessed he was trying to lose his is a dope, and dope is a drug, and
which
I
booked
them,"
he
said.
Mrs. Johnson tossed for Sugar Ray one stepping on the other's foot
Williams
publicly
stated
last
Chicago.
favorite
in
wife in the crowd.
doctors give drugs to ease pain.
Ruth Robinson Monday night should as some think— TROUBLE Stems
week that he is filing suit in a In February Williams said the
know better by now. — SHE'S from old fued that had its beThe other day I said to a friend Therefore a dumb girl is just what
singing group jumped dates in
of mine, "One thing I've learned the doctor ordered."
TH BEEN insulted for doing so more ginning when a certain entertainclub goers to the downtown spot. Georgia, Louisiana, Texas and
a ha often than she has strands on ler er switched and took the other
California.
Eartha's last appearance here
SUDseen seemingly empty head. —
morning — 1 By MALCOLM POINDEXTER
one
home
one
was also a success, but she was
"Apparently theyshave forgotten
• 4. •
A. G DEN SNOWFALL 'tother night
forced to cancel her stay to un- that I have held a five-year con-1
PHILADELPHIA
motor—
(ANP)
-parking
of
flock
caught
a
birth
11IGH SCHOOL "prom"
dergo a throat operation.
down" and THAT
Sultry song stylist Eartha Kitt
tract on them and have sole right
relat ists with their "cars
(given in a certain cutie's home)
handed
opened with a bang at the Latin
Attired in a form-fitting black to book for
were
tickets
as a result
fet
broke
past
almost
night
them," he stated.
Saturday
gown with sparkling sequins, the
out by the handful. — SOUTH up in blood shed. — REASON? Casino here after an absence of
her
F
Williams
said
the bookings have
months.
internationally famous mistress
were PARKWAY, Michigan and Drexel ONE OF the guests is a playboy many
HOLLYWOOD — (ANP) — Big
been
taken
over
by Curtis DubWant
To
Be
To
the
tune
of
"I
were
hit
hardest.
sex
cooed
her
way
into
rave
of
Nab: ave. motorists
who spends part of his time with
Jay McNeeley and his Hollywood
The Birdland Lounge is a solid prop. of the Club has gone to extra
I lin, accompanist.
— MRS. ANNA SUSAN Taylor, I the hostess and the other hours Evil," she attracted many eight notiees.
en,
Cool Cats are taking rock 'n roll whack with its current show that '
guesting
expense to present one of the.nais
Angeles
socialite
Los
Bert]
with girl's aunt, — P. S. THE
to Canada! They are set for a stars Dakota Staton and features
lions outstanding recording artists,
Walt' the SMITHS OF 53 E. 46th street. LADIES ARK kin by marriage so
March
16
enlagement
in
Sarnia.
a host of other guests. Johnny Bo Diddley for a limited engage•• •
ham
maybe fighting isn't as bad as it
and the natives are preparing a Guitar, the New York sensation
ment.
hubby
open
DAWSON oho with
her
appears at first. — "DEAR NOroyal reception for them.
is due at the Birdland Tuesday. —
Starting February 20 the' Crown
sage ates the Club 411 is in New Or- SEY"' asks mail bag: "Why on
The one nighter will be the first Those Celebrity Night parties at
Propeller Lounge will present a
leans watching Mardi Gras festi- earth would a certain couned
time in history that rock 'n roll C and C lounge, 6513 Cottage Grove
gigantic 'ROCK AND ROLL' show
Mrs. val. — "DEAR NOSY" asks ple, both married, select a hotel
music will be heard first hand in have caught on and are packing
featuring Big Maybelle and Arwood mail bag, "Why did Herbert G. so close to a police station for
this Canadian city. A pulsating the joint. — King Fleming is still
thur Prysock. Supporting these
Dicke forget his friends and only invite their "dates?" — THEN THE
performer, whose frenzied crew a wow at the Kitty Kal Club on
he
had
two great recording artists, is
_party
the
people
to
show
Gillia
LETTER ADDS: "Should y o
march
down
would just as soon
63 street where Marge Sims is
dancing sensation Willa Drake and
at his Woodlawn apartment? — care to get more personal you can
tle
the city's main street in the snow, hostess. — Eddie Ware and combo
her trio plus one of Chicago's faguest JOSEPH AN ERY is back in say guy works in store on 47th
Big Jay is a cinch to make musi- swing out nightly at the popular
vorites George B. Burney. This
Tho town and rumors of a split be- St. and the lady is a typist on
cal history.
Harmonica Cellar Lounge, 3000 show will
play for 14 straight
telem tween him and Miss "0." have same street. THEY KNOW, whom
Indiana avenue. — The Sutherland days
including Monday and Tues.
her I gone with the wind.—ANOTHER I mean, Mr. Nosey." — STILL
Lounge
and
Key Club, its cele- rlay.
ham, LETTER advises: "Miss J. J. for- ANOTHER letter asks of Nosey:
brity room, is swingsational with
..10. Stage Lounge 1524 E. 63rd
Coop, got to tell friends where her fine "CAN YOU TELL nieghbors why
Johnny Pate trio and Kokomo WelStreet is presenting-two great artrand household goods came from until a certain rilst st. medic spends so
lington
in
charge
of music. And ists on the
same bill, Serge •Chacago, judge gave her a new address to much time in the apartment of ,
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — (ANP) over at Harry's Cocktail
lounge loff and Lou Donaldson, supported
think it over." — HEAR TELL a railroad's man apartment even
who
— Etta Moten, famed singer and l the music of organist Bob
White by Norman Simmons and his Trio.
Den ii Bobby Martin of Los Angeles and though there is no one sick?" —
lecturer, will give an informal is most swaysational.
Smitty's The Monday Jam Session will feaGeorge Herbert are bringing Gos- THEN TIIE LETTER a d d s:
musical lecture under the auspices Corner, Indiana avenue
at 35 ture both artists.
TH1 pel Train revue to the city soon. "Neighbors who are talking a
of the Yale Dames at Sprague street is swingsational on
week••
plenty knew all along that the
by re
Memorial Hall, Yale University ends,
physician
was
a
playboy but did
"DEAR NOSEY", tell that
Heart
on February 28
Basin Street, 6312 Cottage, will
Feb.
minister who works. at County not but didn't think he'd carry his
Miss Moten, hest known as a go on a blues kick
starting Wedwas a building, the handsome. one, Ruth I playing into "a patient's home."
mezzo-contralto concert artist, has nesday. Feb. 22nd.
Allyne Nixon
Guest
in recent years spread her fame
leas
as a concert-lecturer. Her "musiwile
cal chats" have stirred I Hence!'
whit!)
throughout the middle-west. She
veteei
recently returned from a sie-weeks
a curt
tour of Kansas, Missouri, and OkBy I. L. BROWN
NEW YORK—(ANP) — Jimmy
Mrs
lahoma sponsored by the lectureRushing,
tress
who for 14 years was the
concert bureau of the University
TORONTO—Paul Robeson was featured
gram
vocalist with Count Ba•
of Kansas, her alma meter. Cur- given a rousing reception by 2,700
sic's orchestra, has been suddenta Si:
The concert, a salute to *aioprano Leor.tyne Price, w h o
rently, she is starred in her even listener3 here last Saturday night y
Wante
rediscovered since the era of
feational
Negro
History
Week,
radio show, "I Remember Whc• , as he appeared for the first time
sang the title role in the NBC
with
"rock and roll" moved into musitured as soloists four talented
in
heard
three
times
weekly
over
five
the
years
in
a
concert
outside cal prominence.
charn Opera Theatre production of "Tos- young musicians: Constance BerkChicago N.B.C. station, WMAQ. the U.S.
sang
In 1950, the
ca" and Pamina in its "Magic steiner, soprano: Rayreond Frith,
The audience, which braved a branched out noted blues singe?
highli Flute," was iuternieen speaker baritone; Alan Booth, pianist, and
as a single and his
The
leaning
tower
of
Pisa
has
snow
storm to rill every seat in fortune fell
magic in the c6ncert oilit the NBC Or- 12-year-old Claudette
with
the then "sweat
Washington,
increased
its tilt by a little more Canada's leading concert hall,
edth chestra presented in cooperation also a
music" trend.
THE ANNIVERSARY Vision
pianist. Roy Shield conlounge, is shown with some of
are WIni Mallon. Toni Maxthan
one-quarter
of
an
inch
!ri
the
greeted
the
noted
singer
the ey with the National Association of ducted
with a
Since the emergence of "reek
concert in works by Beetparty given at Roberts lounge
the fine 011PC who assisted in
ey, Roberts, Marion Jackson
past 12 years and is now more standing ovation at the outset,
the F Negro
and and roll," with its emphasis on
M11141111111111 is NBC Radio, tioven, Mendelssohn, and Pieczon-1 Sunday was a wow. Here, Herputting the affair over. They
and Mickey 'Johnson.
than 14 feet from the perpendicu- their acclaim for his performance
Res Meador,
rhythm and blues material, Jimman Roberts, owner of t h e
. I ka.
lar line.
was unprecedented.
deligh
my has been going
grad. --

chicRittlaggi

Roy Glenn Gets Top Role
In Man In Flannel Suit'

•

•G

Famed Davis Sisters
Threatened With Suit

Eartha Kitt Hits
New 'Jackpot' In
Philly Cafe Stay

•

anachanFans
GennHo
ti
'Rock'N Roll

Sr

Etta Moten To Speak
Before Yale U Group

temple Price Socko
As 'The Voice'On NBC

Robeson Concert
Wows Canadians

Rock'N Roll'
'Rediscovers'
Jimmy Rushing,

•

Basilic)Signs To DefendTitle Against Saxton

1

' Welterweight champion Carmen round title bout at the Chicago 1
1 to win the crown and scored an- , Saxton told Chicago boxing writ
when Basilio suffered a virus cold.:share equally in television receipts. to fight Tony De Marco of Boston
Basillo and challenger Johnny Sax- Staditim on March 14.
Basilio gave up the usual cham- when De Marco beat the Phila. I other knockout over the Boston- ' ers and broadcasters that he plans
' SPLIT PURSE EQUALLY
to train in Chicago for the title
ian in a return bout.
ton of Philadelphia signed formal
Each man will receive 30 per ! pion's lion's share of the revenue deiphian for the title.
The fight originally was schedI bout.
contracts last Thursday for a 15- • uled for Feb. la but was postponed cent of the net gate and both will j because Saxton passed up a chance
Basilio knocked out De Marco . TRAINS IN SYRACUSE

Basilio will do his prelia
work in a Syracuse, N. T., We.
.
ing center but will report la Chi
eago for final polishing up a weeb
te.fore the bout.

Ted Rasberry Buys Monarchs
Owner Will
Retain NAL
Franchise

Ian Basketball Players Pilot
Big University Team
OS

Tan captains on major college
basketball squads aren't common
place — but neither are they near- '
ly so scarce as once was the case.
!In fact, until recent years, they
KANSAS CITY — The Kansas
were non-existent.
City Monarchs will field a team
In the 1954-55 campaign an un!
under new ownership in 1956.
4
precedented occurrence saw two
Toni Baird announced this week 1
basketball powers with Negro cothat he has sold the famous outcaptains — Charlie lioxie and Ed
fit to Ted Rasberry of Grand RapFleming at Niagara university and
ids. Mich. •
Gene Phelps and Maurice Stokes
Baird, who has been connected
at St. Francis college in Loretwith the Monarchs for 36 years,
to, Pa. Phelps, incidentally, bowaccepted a scouting job with the
ed out in mid-season after using
Kansas City Athletics shortly aftup his eligibility.
he announced the mass sale
er
The current season's team leadof 12 players, eight to the majors
ers include Eddie Robinson at
and four to the minors.
Yale and Charlie Tho4as at CoRasberry completed arrangelumbia. This certainly was the first
ments with Baird here Monday.
time that two dark-visaged playThe new owner has been in baseers have led Ivy League basketball 15 years and he Titans to folball teams.
low the same pattern as Baird did
For the third consecutive seain the operation of the Monarchs.
son, a Negro performer is at the
Rasberry will not change the
helm of the Duquesne university
name of the team and it will still
team. Si Green, one of the best
be known as t h e Kansas City
college players in the nation, is
MISS TUSKEGEE — Miss M a rylee Monarchs.
co-captain. Last season, the honnamed
been
has
Miami, Fla., Monday, Feb.
Ray, senior,
DEFENDS TITLE — Richard
—The • Monarchs „ill continue in
or of leading the Iron Dukes was
put
will
"Miss Tuskegee" for the SIAC
York
New
of
Gardner
27, and continue through
Dick Ricketts. His predecessor in
future as in the past,'' Rasthe
t
basketball tournament that begins
his amateur crown on the line
5Iarch 1. Gardner has won the
that capacity was Jim Tucker.
at Tuakegee Instit„te, Tuskegee,
when the annual North and
and
caliber
Out on the Pacific Coast is the
high
such
of
team
title for four consecutive years.
Ala., Feb. 23, and continue through
Smith golf tournament opens in
reputation."
No. 1 college aggregation in the
Feb. 25. Miss Ray's home is Little with such a great
nation — the San Francisco Dons.
Rasberry also said the Kansas
Rock, Ark.
The playmaker and leader of this
City Athletics will get first opvirtually unbeatable outfit is K.
portunity at any player.
C. (Casey) Jones; who is almost
''It is our plan to develop young•
as valuable an asset to the Dons
sters for t h e Majors as Baird
as the more publicized Bill Rusdid,'' Rasberry declared.
sell. The Dons' coach, Phil WoolThe Monarchs will continue to
pert, calls Jones "the most coachplay in the Negro American'
able kid" he has seen.
league and will play sonic home
Iowa, defending Big Ten chamgames in Municipal stadium, the
pions, picked three players to
home park of the A's.
share team leadership this year.
Rasberry, who owns the Detroit ,
One of them was Carl Cain, a
Stars, said he will dispose of the
rebounding demon who is considDetroit club, which will probably
ered the most valuable of the
GREENSBORO, N. C. — In a be moved to Indianapolis.
Hawkeyes.
The national IGA winter meet- submitted a hid for the tourney
sensational drive for a spot in the "I had an offer for the Stars a
Another Big Ten team with Newill tee off in Dayton, Ohio after the Moulin Rouge folded. ..
ing
he
negoto
began
tourney
I
basketball
few months before
gro leadership on the basketball 'CIAA
later this month, tiating with Baird for the Mon- . . .conic Saturday. . .and Presi- and captured enough votes .t?
Durham
in
held
court is Indiana. Wally Choice, a
college Aggies archs. This deal will be closed be- dent Franklin Lett of Detroit is get it. . .hut waived their righttifsenior and one of the top scorers tii e A and T
expecting a full house when the .. .and Philadelphia will pick uiC
in the conference, is the man who bowled over five straight oppon- tore the season opens."
convention opens. . .There will be the check. . .However, Yorksire:
week.
the
during
ents
provides inspiration for a sophoa number of big problems con- club of Pittsburgh made a bid.....
The berth was clinched last
more-studded team.
fronting the delegates. . .Phila- and it is the feeling of some of
When Fleming and Rosie and Tuesday evening when Morgan
delphia was recently awarded the the members of Yorkshire that—
1954-55 team that was one of
of the Niagara university team
LEADER Tom Hemans, see.
Agthe
before
other seniors finished at Niagara State college fell
1956 tournament after the Moulin the Fairview club of Philadelphlf.
the best in the East.
and also the top scorer. He is
lr from Brooklyn, is captain
last season, they left a lone reg- gies 85-79, here at the Charles
Rouge hotel, awarded the tourney should not have been awarded thiathe lone regular from t h e
I l'RAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Near- at the 1955 meeting, closed. . .The tournament. . .since the club was
ular. He was Tom Hemans, a tall Moore gymnasium.
and M colyoungster from Brooklyn — and a
On thp previous night, the Ag- ly 300 Prairie View A
Fairview Golf club of Philadelphia, unfinancial. . .At the same time.
natural as team captain. He is gles had to come from behind to lege honor students were feted host to the 195 tournament, was
the
also the Purple Eagles' best scor- take a squeaker from West Vir- by President E. B. Evans recent- unfinancial until last December,.. the Executive committee of
some
resolutions
passed
UGA
College
the
er this year.
ginia State college, 60-54 on the ly with a banquet in
shortly after the Moulin Rouge
dining hall.
which will be discussed by the
The ease with which tan talent !home court.
closed.
has handled the responsibility of
for
occasion
annual
an
is
This
delegates.
club
Golf
Women's
Chicago
The
victory
court
home
third
The
, team leadership has been one of
an easy 72-53 slaughter of students who make an average of
the most satisfying developments was
sgC. Smith, winless for the "B" or above during the first
Johnson
in college athletics in recent seaschool year.
the
of
mester
season.
sons.
ShoOy after the close of the na- travaganza. . .and he'll be at the
Tennessee, Grambl, Jack-, No. 20
On a road trip, the "hot" Agtional convention in Dayton, a club house to greet all golfers. ..
batNASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
gies defeated, easily, Virginia
WAYNESBORO HIGH
large number of golfers will be- Charlie Sifford, national UGA pro
tle for the championship in the
Stste college, 61-58, and Hampton
swinging in the annual North- champion, will be among the progin
AUGUSTA,
Ga.
—
which
Waynesboro,
tourney
Midwest basketball
Ga., high school's "Bees" defeat- Institute, 78-66, on Friday and
South tournament over the Springs fessionals seeking the $1,000 first
opened here Feb. 23, looms as a
ed the Lucy Laney Wildcats, 64- Saturday nights, respectively.
golf course in Miami, Fla. . .Last prize fund. ..Charlie did not coin.
gruelling fight between Tennessee
52,
at
Laney
gym
this big winter social and pete last year.. .Thelma Cowans,
ye'ar
here
WednesJackPHILADELPHIA—Bobby DougState and Jackson College of
day night.
sperts event drew golfers from as four-time winner of the women's
techupset
an
son, Miss.
scored
las, 145 lbs.,
far west as California. . .and New UGA crown, will also he among
Arthur Taylor with 16 and ErTennessee State recently
nical knockout in the first round York in the East. . .The middle- the starters. . .Thelma and her
nest
McPherson
and
Reggie Howgrabbed the league lead with a delast Thursday night when he floor- west was also well represented sister, Dorcas Riley, left Los Anard with 13 each paced Waynesed Charlie Slaughter three times .
feat of Central State College.
.Sam Woodson captured the geles this week for Miami. . .
boro. David Johnson with 16 and
in a locally televised bout at Cam- pro division of the tourney. . . They will go from there to MexiIt was the Tennessee Tigers who
Johnnie
Louery
with
14
led Laney.
bria Athletic club.
snapped the Jackson College win
In the girls' game, the Laney
Richard Gardner won the men's co City to visit sister Wylma. ..
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — The
streak after the Mississippians had
Fran
Texas,
amateur for tha fourth straight Theresa Howell of Detroit flew
Paso,
El
to
Baylis
ry
Lassies
defeated
the
the
of
Clinic
Waynesboro
Tenth Annual Drama
rolled up 22 consecntive victories.
Herrera to the Philadelphia Phil- girls, 38-25. Hattie Murray led the
year. . .and Myrtle Patterson of down to Mexico City last week
North Carolina High School Drama
!
The Jackson team seemed headed
Melvin
the
Duncan
York captured the women's . . .and rumors are that she'll
to
New
and
lies
Lassies
with
17, while Annie Baird Association with approximately 500
Tom Baird, who owned the Kanfor an undefeated season until the
paced the Waynesboro sextet with students and drama directors in
title. . .The three will defend their be wed in the Mexican capitol. ..
Chicago White Sox.
now
is
fulla
sas
Monarchs,
City
defeat by Tennessee.
honors in the 1956 tournament As a honeymoon she will go te
time scout for the Kansas City BASKETBALL takes over in 11.
attendance held its one-day sesIn addition to Jackson, and Tenwhich starts Feb. 27 and con- Miami to play in the big tourney.
next.
Madiand
month
this
swing
full
NEW YORK — (INS) —
Athletics. John "Buck" O'Neil,'
sion at the Fayetteville State
Harry Guest, Sam Sims and othnessee, Grambling college, defendand the west- Canada has led all the other Teachers college Saturday. T h e son Square garden went to the tinues through March 1.
division
eastern
The
first
and
former
sacker
,
manager
is loaded er Nashville golfers have wott
course
ing champions, while seemingly
6,620-yard
The
Nathe
of
29
area
of
division
Western
80th
the
for
countries
of
the
world
Monday
in
dogs
the pro- group was drawn from counties
for the Monarchs, is now full time
not as strong as in 1955, must be ,
with doglegs. . .The 415-yard first their fight to play on all municiscout for the Chicago Cubs. The tional Association of Intercollegi- duction of nickel for more than in the eastern section of the state. minister Kennel Club Show.
listed among the top fives in the
hole is a dogleg to the right. . . pal golf courses in Nashville. ..
two
what
decide
will
Athletics
ate
50
The
years.
1954
output
amountPrepara
in
Speech
are
practically "out of
"Improved
tournament. Any team that has Monarchs
was
but 6 and 7 are testers. . .each Central States association w ill
Pennsylvania
tourof
national
the
University
enter
will
teams
to
than
ed
times
more
that
four
baseball." Tom saw to it that "his
tion for Integration" was the conRobert "Lil Abner" Hopkins in
bending to the left. • .10, 15 and 18 stage its tournament in Memphis
founded in 1740.
boys" were taken care of. He sold nament of the N.A.1.A. in Kan- of the rest of the world combined. ference theme.
on the back nine are benders that . . .and the city has set aside an
the lineup is dangerous at all
This
will
the
be
Mo.
City,
sas
many of his players to major and1
can cause plenty of trouble. Ray 18-hole course for the tourney..
times.
league clubs. Jackie Rob- first time that two all-Negro quinMitchell is host to this golf ex- which will be played next June.
Hopkins is the nation's leading minor
inson went to the Brooklyn Dod- tets will get into the K. C. play.
scorer in collegiate circles.
Texas
and
ate
St
Tennessee
gers but t hat is another story
The tournament was originally
since Tom never got one penny Southern university have been
scheduled to be played at Grambin the tournament, the former
for him.
ling College, Grambling, La., but
twice.
"went
who
those
lists
Baird
But
State
was shifted to Tennessee
Grambling, La., college will be
fan
Every
smiles.
he
and
up"
here because of a housing shortsold to host to one division while Tenneswas
Paige
Satchel
knows
age at Grambling.
the Cleveland Indians and became see State university in Nashville
irently engaged in a ditch drive in I competition.
the first Negro pitcher to repre- will entertain the other. Both
PHILADELPHIA —(ANP)—Art the Eastern Hockey League, and
Dorrington has two brothers and
sent an American league club in tourneys are being played the last
skating star of the Brenchley hoped his top scorer four sisters, Ile married an Ata world series. He sold Willard week in February, the winners go- Dorrington,
Ramblers hock e y would at least be around for the lantic City school teacher, Nov. 22,
Brown and Henry Thompson to ing direct to Kansas City for the Philadelphia
last Thursday closing three games against top1l951. They expect a child in June.
honored
was
team,
the St. Louis Browns but they big championship play. Also the
evening prior to being inducted
finds
the
February
in
week
final
then
He
him.
to
returned
were
into service.
sold Brown to the Dallas club and Mid-West conference championDorrington, 25, left the next day
Thompson to the New York Gi- ship tourney being fought out in for Atlantic City where he receivconSouthern
Capt.
the
Nashville
and
—
Tenn.
sold
was
to
NASHVILLE,
ants. Ernest Johnson
ed orders, but not before he
Leroy Jones, Tennessee State, free- Baltimore but didn't stay. Tom ference tournament in Logan hall chalked up the Ramblers' lone two
style sprinter, set two new pool then sold him to the Chicago Tuskegee Institute.
a 5-2 setback at the hands
While we are on basketball: Al- points in
records at home and one on the Cubs.
Haven Blades.
New
the
of
Cen5-inch
-beat
road as the Tigers out
HERE IS the list of Baird's oth- fred Abram, Jr., 6-foot,
limited action on
saw
who
Art,
tral State college at home•and er sales: Ford Smith to the New , Sumner high school of St. Louis his final evening, broke into the
athan
university
granted
Illinois
been
has
graduate,
TEE SHOT
lost to Southern
York Giants, Connie Johnson to
game only five times but more
at Carbondale, Ill., last week.
the Chicago White Sox, Bob letic scholarship — and above a 1 than made his presence known.
Against Central Coach Thom Thurman, Earl Taborn, Elston places, the University of Missou While his many fans screamed in
The Park district has arranged! an overflow crowd expected when
'Friend" Hughes' Tigersharks Howard, all to the New York Yan- at Columbia, Mo. He will receive delight, the young forward shot to have golf classes in a number Franklyn Lett of Detroit, national
eight
a
took every first place and
kees; Booker McDaniels, Gene room, board, tuition, books and
two goals.
of fieldhouses in city parks . . president, calls the meeting to
seconds to swamp the Marauders, Baker, Ernie Banks, Bill Dickey, $15 per week job. These come with
Prior to the game, Art was hon- but evidently the top brass in the I order Saturday morning . . The
72-12. last Saturday. At South- , jr., all to the Chicago Cubs; Cur- the scholarship.
ored by his teammates and a department forgot about Washing- l Fairview Golf club and the Golfern Illinois, Tennessee tankmen tis Roberts to the Pittsburgh PiAbram has reported to Coach number of friends. He received ton Park . . . which has one of ! erettes of Dayton are hosts to the
took five first but bowed 35-49 to rates; Barney Serrell to San Clay Cooper. He played basketball many gifts.
the finest field houses in the city , visiting delegates . . .
the Land of Lincoln swimmers last Francisco; Gene Richardson to and baseball in high school. WonDorrington, a Canadian citizen . . . and is located in an area 1 At the same time a large numwaters.
Friday night in home
by birth, took up residence in where thousands of golfers live...! ber of Chicagoans will journey
t h e Milwaukee Braves, John ders never cease.
Jones' 28.6 for the 60-yard free- Jackson to Cincinnati Reds, Ike
THE CHICAGO Comets are hav- Pleasantville, N. J., in the sum- This was called to the attention down the Miami, Fla., to play in
style and :53.9 for the 100 at home Jackson and Duke Henderson to ing no trouble getting basketball mer of 1954, making him eligible of the department ... but nothing the Kay Mitchell tourn_y . . .
were good for new pool records.
was done about it . .. However,:slated to be played over the MiCarlsbad, Jesse Williams and Ed- material the way our boys are for the American draft.
At Carbondale Jones did a :24.2
At the time of his departure, he there will be some golf classes ami Springs course Feb. 27 to
Vancouver, Jeff Sher- tumbling out of college because
to
Locke
die
I.
to set a new mark for the 50to San Angelo, Tex- they are unable to make the grade led the team in goals, 32, and to- held in the Washing.tott Park field- March 1. . . Theresa Howell of
Brewer
wood
a
Illinois.
yard freestyle at Southern
Doc Connors, George Altman, in their studies. Looks as if their tal points, 59. His 27 assists were house . . . and they will not be Detroit left for Miami last week
a
Jones' teammate, Leroy Brown as;
Hartman, Henry Mason and brains are in their legs, arms and only four short of Rocky Ruka- arranged by the Park district ... . . and will go from there to
of
one
week
smashed two new pool records in Joe
in Nashville this
REBOUNDER — In Max
There will he a large number of !Mexico City . . . Ted Rhodes
all to the Chicago feet. Some folks on the sotithside vina's first place high.
the Central dual meet. Brown's Louis Johnson.
the finest rebounders in the
Jamison, a-foot-2, 200 pound
Vaughn
leaving here next l and Charlie Sifford left Arizona
Chicago
golfers
Don
and
Hill
Bill
Cubs;
individual
2:03.5 for the 160 yard
Coach Chirp Brenchley admitted
game. le addition, his twin
Friday night and Saturday morn- I early this week fir Miami . . . .1 center, the Kentucky State
Phillies, En- are referring to the team as "the
medley and his 2:36.5 for the 200 to the Philadelphia
Scott will elso be in
that
brothel,
show
will
will
Dorrington
he
"sadly
Thorobreds
playthe
flunkies"
of
because
most
college
pro
the
compete
where
in
they'll
Carnational
the
for
convening
UGA
Loins
the St.
yard backstroke were new marks rique Maroto to
lineup.
Kentucky
tourney
Midwest
the
in
teams
of
missed."
the
division
The Ramblers are cur- tion in Dayton, Ohio ... with
tournament ..
dinals; Juan Armenteros and Hen- ers flunked in their exams.
for Tennessee's pool.
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Aggies Win
5 To Clinch
Meet Berth
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UGA Convention Opens In Dayton

Prexy Feeds His
Top Students

,

Tennessee, Grambling And Jackson
Top Teams In Midwest Tournament

North-South Tourney Starts Monday

Scores Upset TKO
In The 1st Round

Fayetville Coeds
Alerted To Tasks
At Drama Clinic
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Top Dogs Take Over
The Ring Emporium

Hockey Star, Art Derrington, Gets
Call To Report To Armed Forces
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A THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
'
11! Sat., Feb.

Warriors
Remain
Unbeaten

1956

Down On The Farm
By

Ernest Brazzle

. FEBRUARY JOBS
I This month is rapidly getting
frWay and farm people still have
At list of jobs they have not done.
Among the many jobs to be carried
not this month, soil sampling
should head the list if such crops
As cotton, corn, sweet potatoes
and various other field crops are
- to be grown.
! The laboratory analysis will give

By ALEXANDER PELOACH, Jr.
The Washington Warriors continued unbeaten in the prep league
last week edging the Hamilton
Wildcats, 72 to 63 in the Blair T.
Hunt gymnasium.
Coach Bill Fowlkes' Warriors
jumped off t an early lead, 9-4
with five minutes to go in the
first quarter. After Hamilton forward Charles Bolden pushed in
two field goals to narrow the gap,
the Warriors went into another
drive, this one sparked by John
Gray and L. C. Gordon. At the
end of the period the Warriors
were ahead, 17-14.
Hamilton hit a cold spot then
and with three minutes left in
the hole the Warriors were ahead
30-29.
K. C. Chandler's jump shot in
the second period tied the game
at 39 all but after this the Warriors started sweeping the backboard and hit their shots from
the field.
In the final period the Wildcats' defense began to Crack while
Booker T. got hotter.
Gray of the Warriors made four
fast points, Howard Mathis hit on
a jumper, and the Wildcats didn't
get close again.
A B-game contest went to the
Warriors, 58-34.

a farm a true picture of the soil'important in order to receive qualineeds to produce high yields ty fruit and in order to secure a
which is very important in good good return from these orchards
farming.
the owner must not neglect proonCARE OF ORCHARDS:
ing, spraying and fertilization.
Some farm families have a few
A complete fertilizer can be apfruit trees just to supply the fami- plied before spraying begins, howly with the various fruits, others ever, some growers prefer fertilizhave commercial orchards with ing their trees later to prevent
several hundred trees, regardless the setting of a heavy crop which
of the scope good management is later might have to be plucked
LEATH GRA-Y BOYS presentat the conclusion of a fellowJones, jr., Charles Clemons,
assistant secretary, and Isaac
off because of the fact over loaded
ed their Principal, Miss C. M.
ship dinner. Members looking
Kenneth Barnes, Anderson
Walton The Gralt has started
branches are easier to break.
Heard, a Valentine gift on Valon, from left, are; Wilbur TayJordan, C. W. Walker, Charles
on its annual Easter project.
entine Day. Markhum StansPASTURE CARE
lor, secretary; Spencer McThompson, Charles Golde n,
Prof. 0. B. Johnson is Gra-Y
Many acres of farm land will bury, Gra-Y president, makes
Ghee jr., treasurer and revice president; Charles Lewis,
leader.
the presentation to Miss Heard
be seeded in pasture. Some comporter; J. W. Smith, Boyd
mon pasture failures are due to
the lack of proper liming, planting
seed too deep or too shallow, the
lack of a firm seed bed, plant
food and a great competition with
Tennessee A & I State univer- letic Association Basketball Tour- underway Feb. 23.
again. However, reports from the
George 'Washington's birthday is Top with whipped cream or ice weeds and grass.
sity will host the Mid-West Ath- nament which is scheduled to get
produce
to
If
Originally
plans
good
one
a
other
member colleges indicate
scheduled
held
to
be
cream.
Serves
6.
referred
he
Since
hand.
is
right at
pasture for his livestock which will
at Grambling college, Feb. 16, 17 that the cagesters from the Pelito as the "Father of our Country"
Timely Tip —.Flour may be greatly cut the cost of feed these
and .13, the tournament was trans- can State may be in for rough
why not celebrate his day with substituted for cornstarch. U s e
practices should be fully carferred to the Nashville institution sledding.
some delicious cherry tarts. They
Tennessee State university has
at the request of Grambling colare simple to make. The pastry twice as much flour as cornstarch. ried out.
lege officials because of housing shown remarkable improvement
shells can be made in several
difficulties brought about by during the last half of the seadifferent shapes. Just plan to have
Grambling's record enrollment son, their big triumph coming at
tender flaky crust to go with that
the expense of the Jackson college
The "Cloud High" Owen Junior I lege, Feb. 15 — are extected to this year.
delicious filling and your cherry
college Hornets cage quintet will avail themselves of the opporGrambling college, the defend- Tigers when they snapped the Titarts will be a success.
meet the Tennessee A & I State tunity to avenge the early-season ing champions with a veteran team gers' winning streak. With "Big
RED CHERRY TARTS
university
"B" team in the Abe defeat they suffered at the hands and the nation's top basketball Ben" Jackson, a veteran of sev.Pastry
Scharff
YMCA
gymnasium Tues- of A & I State university cagers. scorer in Robert Hopkins, will be eral seasons, showing the way for
flour
c.
a group of outstanding freshman
day
night,
Feb.
21. Game time is
The Hornets' probable starting out to cop the conference crown
/
3
4 c. shortening
prospects, the team has compil8
o'clock.
linup:
; 7 T. cold water
ed a very good season's record.
The
Hornets,
atop
crest
a
of
Paul
Kelly,
Forward;
Right
ArT. Salt
Kentucky State college, featurLAFAYETTE, Ind — (INS) —
three straight victories — 79-68 thur Lawshe, Left Forward;
$- Sift flour and salt together. Cut
seasoned team including the Kentucky's head football coach,
ing
a
Stillman
over
college
Feb.
11;
George Chambers, Center; George
In shortening with pastry blender
Jamison twins and Carl Roberts, Blanton Collier will be the featured
85-34 over Okolona college, Feb. Lane, Right Guard, and Tommie
or two knives until shortening is '
could also take the laurels in the speaker at Purdue's 24th annual
What bride wouldn't be thrilled 14; and 102-73 over Talladega col-I Becton, Left
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Guard.
the size of small peas. Gradually
three days of tournament play. football clinic scheduled for April
Musing: Young people it is nice with a set of monogrammed linadd water and stir with a fork. to be the very age you are! Young gerie cases for those
Central State college and Lincoln 6-7.
trousseau
Form mixture into a ball, divide enough
university both have excellent reto be full of wise plans. pretties? How about a wardrobe
Purdue's new grid coach, Jack
into 6 equal parts. Roll out each
Old enough to take advantage of of aprons — a sturdy denim work
YORK—(INS)—American cords in regularly scheduled play Mollenkopf, who took over when
NEW
portion on a lightly floured cloth them. Where
ever you look, you apron, fancy lace or embroiderymile champion Wes Santee, bitter also and either team could upset Stu Holcomb went to Northwestern
or waxed paper. Cut circles of
see a lot of tomorrows, a bright, trimmed organdy tea apron and a
bewildered, readied himself the dope bucket and carry the as athletic director, has charge of
and
By
MRS.
,ANGIE
MITCHELL
aluminum foil 4 or 5 inches in shining
future. Your whole life is nylon net remnant which emergMonday
for a court test of his crown back to their respective the clinic and announced speakers
diameter. Place circle of foil on before
es as a cocktail apron fancied up
you. Use it wisely.
Monday.
lifetime ban from'amateur track campuses.
pastry; cut around edge with knife. Dear Carlotta:
with sequins or artificial flowers
competition.
Living
in
the
Century
20th
era
agent.
Lift foil and circle of pastry from I am indeed in the dumps. My and velvet ribbon? Make a
set of requires a lot of patience, courage
cloth. With foil on bottom form husband
Theme of the meeting was "Ad- The slim Kansas cowboy's atand I moved in a circle one-a-day aprons or a set for holiand a forever trying to catch up justing to A Changing Rural Life." torney Charles P. Grime s,
into a triangle or any desired where
we must give expensive' days...Valentine, Easter, Thanks- for a little rest,
a thing that seems
Rev. V. A. Edwards, director of planned to seek an injunction to
shape (be sure to make the sides gifts, and have
parties which we giving and Christmas
use- to be elusive for inservice teach- Religion
NMI enough so that the filling will cannot afford.
at Tuskegee, opened the prevent the National Amateur AthWe have almost ful, showy and inexpensive.
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
ers.
not run out.) Prick on sides and come to
session.
Potts, dean of the letic Union from carrying out the ;
L.A.
the conclusion that we
The groom will love you if you
SEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
suspension its executive committee
With Spring around the corner school of agriculture, presided.
,laottom with fork. Place shells on
will stop giving parties and stop provide his bride with a cookbook
voted Sunday night for alleged exa group of 10 ladies, residents of
- cookie sheet (do not crowd.) Lake accepting
people
4,000
than
More
in
were
SHORT
ORDERS - SANDWICHES
invitations. But at the or a year's subscription to one of
pense account irregularities.
Sardis, organized the Secret Pal's attendance.
400 degree oven 12 to 15 mm- present
we are worried because the women's magazines. They
ORCHESTRA
- DANCING NIGHTLY
club, at Mrs. Mattie Lee Edmonds
es or until lightly browned. Re- we have three
Grimes also threatened possible
w edding invitations. give the bride inany menu ideas
home, on Clearmont sg. We hope
move foil; place on rack to cool. Have
libel
action
against
members
of
Catering
Parties And Clubs
To
you any suggestions? Wor- and stimulate her cooking into have fun and do many worththe committee when he has had
FILLING
red.
terests.
while things for ourselves and
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER
time to study the findings and ,
Dear Worried:
No. 2 Can Cherries
community.
learn
"to
what
extent
they
have
3-4 c. sugar
I would not be concerned be- I
Miss Thelma Lindsay and Mrs. The Shop Owners League will
cause others give splashy gifts for I
, 3 tablespoons cornstarch
(In Washington, Sen. Frank CarlMattie L. Edmonds visited in the hold its regular meeting on Mon- son (R.) Kan., bitterly assailed the
weddings and showers. However,
,•!F 2 tablespoons butter
home
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert day, March 5, at the Vance Av- AAU on the Senate floor for
perhaps these ideas will help cut
.
1 Red coloring
its
Cleveland of Memphis, Tenn., over enue YWCA at 11 a. m. The presi- "cruel and
costs. Shop carefully. Look for the
unfair" suspension
3-4 C. Cherry Juice
end.
week
the
dent, Mrs. Altura G. Lee is ask
STARTS
3
Drain cherries. Combine sugar. unusual and the unexpected rathNapoleon Lofton visited his moth- ing that all members be present.
SUNDAY
BIG
Cornstarch and cherry juice; cook er than run-of-the-mill gifts if you
er, Mrs. Mattie Edmonds, for a A forum has been planned around
FEB:26
DAYS!
'on medium heat (stir constantly) are seeking compliments and combrief sniy.
the subject: "Bookkeeping and Soments.
Glass
By
gifts
are
relatively
ALEXANDER
until mixture thickens, remove I
DELOACH, Jr.
Rosenwald
school,
High
of Holly cial Security." Chairman of t h e
from heat ;add cherries, butter inexpensive• y useful . .. The Douglass Red Devils broke Springs, Miss., played Green Hill
forum is Mrs. Eunice Bruce, asThe Fouchee dancers, recently ,
and a few drops of food coloring. Try an unusual relish dish, or a a slow -starting game wide open of Sardis, last week and beat the
sisted by Mrs. Eula Belle Neely. featured at Club DeLisa, have
shapely
water
pitcher.
If
you
are
early inithe second half and went local team at basketball.
•• When cool, spoon into tart shells.
Members of the panel will be been booked for date at exclushandy with a needle, you c a n on the
defeat
Mrs. G. S. M. Young, Mrs. Hattie ive Las Vegas hotel. Following
make wonderful gifts out of rib- Thunderbolts, the St. Augustine LOVELY NEW HOME
62-47 in a prep, Mr. and Mrs. William Jones, the Estes, Mrs. Anna Willis, and Mrs.
4 Newfoundland is slightly larger bon, remnants, a little lace and league
this engagement t`.,e group sails
basketball game at Bair,new owners of Home Service Lillie Be. Sease. Mrs.
In area than Ohio.
Josephine for Caribbean Islands for lengthy
a sprinkle of imagination.
T. Hunt gym last Tuesday night. Cleaners, have moved into their
Smith is reporter.
tour.
Most of the breaks went in ?lovely new home.
•
favor of the Thunderbolts in the
Jones Henderson was found dead
early minutes of the game and
!he St. Augustine top scorers, Wil- after a six-day search. His body
was found in an open pasture not
lie Denton and Carl Jones, had
far from his home where it is beplenty shots but could not hit.
lieved he suffered a heart attack.
However, Douglass' big men, ElPanola County Negro farmers
bert Parrish and Calvin Kincaid,
attended annual Farmers Conferkept grabbing off those rebunds ,
ence at Tuskegee institute Jan. 16— Use Our Completely —
and getting down field to rack up' 17..
AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY SERVICE
points.
The fgillowing persons attended
The Phelps-Stokes Fund has an- currently employed as a teacher
Grant Ward hit seven points of the 65th
conference: Edward nounced
the sponsorship of three in a southern secondary school,
10 counted by the St. Augustine
Thomas, Tom Cooper, M. James
Summer workshops for Negro high and (3) expect to remain in the
team as the Thunderbolts held to
and A. J. Warfield, Negro county school teachers from
southern teaching profession. The grants are •
a thin 10-9 edge. The Thunder'
I :P1441i.11413s.:- Li!ti **11 111:1-•
states. The workshops will run for restricted to teachers in the field •
bolts lost the lead after pointing
eight weeks, beginning June 18 and of mathematics, science, communithe way at 12-11.
I MOWN
LZO a.
will be held at Atlanta, F isk cations, and social studies.
Both teams had hard sleding in
(Tenn.) and Howard universities.
trying to hit the basket in the
Of the applicants selected, 25
The announcement of the work- will attend the workshop on sciearly part of the second period and
There are now 911 colored prothere were but five minutes left fessional workers on the staffs of shops was made by Dr. Aaron ence and mathematics at Howard,
NESTOR PAIVA • ROSS ELLIOTT A UNIVERSAL INTERKAPONAL PICTURE
in the half when Douglass went on the State agricultural extension Brown, project director of t h e another 25 will study communia 17-point jaunt while the Thunder- I services of the South, according to Phelps-Stokes Fund, following a cations at Atlanta, and 30 will parCOMING!
bolts followed with 13, making the a report issued recently by the U. two-day meeting of the organiza- ticipate in the social studies workWED.
tion's directors at lloward. The shop at Fisk. Applications for felhalf time score, 30-25.
Jane Wyman
Charles Heston
S. Department of agriculture.
THURS.
This pattern continued in the
This new high represents an in- program will be financed by a lowships should be sent to Dr. !
last half as the Red Devils netted crease of 16 over the number of $100,000 grant from the General Herman Branson, professor of phy32 more and St. Augustine had to persons employed in extension a Education Board of the Rocke- sics at Howard; Dr. N. P. Tillbe satisfied with 22.
man, dean of the college of arts
year ago. These workers serve as feller Corporation.
According to Dr. Brown, some and sciences at Atlanta: and Dr.
St. Augustine took the B game, , farm and home demonstration agFIRST TIME IN YOUR CITY OR COUNTY
36-34.
ents, supervisors, and 4-11 leaders 80 fellowships will be awarded to Herman 'alien, head of the DiSatisfaction Guaranteed Or No Charge!
, in an educational program of the teachers selected for the program. vision of Social Sciences at Fisk.
The grants will cover the cost
Short courses in agriculture are Land -Grant colleges and
The deadline for filing applicathe USDA
conducted by many of the major designed to help improve farm- of tuition and fees, and provide tions for
grants is April 15.
Motion pictures have produced a raft of monsters
universities of the U. S. each ing efficiency a n d
$250 to cover travel and living ex7th Daughter of 7th Generation, born with double
calcuraise living
lated to frighten theatergoers out of their wits, but in
penses
of
year.
recipients.
red — LUCK - SUCCESS - HAPPINESS — asks no
"Tarantustandards of rural people.
la."
which
stars John Agar, Mara Corday and Leo G. Carroll,
REQUIREMENTS
Modern veterinary practices are
questions — lucky days and lucky dates free with
Universal-International has come up with what may well
To be eligible for a fellowship believed to date from
be t h•
each reading.
the es- grandaddy
an applicant most meet three re- tablishment of
of them all. The giant tarantula in "Tarantula," which
a veterinary school
— IF YOU WISH TO —
quirements. They are (1) hold at first opened
opens at the NEW DAISY Theain the city of Lyons,
Succeed in business - have lover ones return - hav•
tre Sunday for a 3-day run, is
least a Bachelor's degree, (2) be France. in 1761.
complete happiness - conquer your rivals - have good
easily the size of a two-story
luck and succeed in marriage - know what you or.
building — a terrifying thing to
best suiied for in life reading in reach •f all.
behold, even on film. The huge
spider, plus the excellent perPI RMANENTLY. LOCATED AT DOWNTOWN FRAYSER.
formances of Agar, Miss Corday
HIGHWAY Si NORTH AT FRAYSER
UPSTAIRS
LIVELt MI:STERN AUTO SUPPI V STORE-RUGBY AND
and Carroll in a finely woven
FRAYSER AND MILLINGTON NAVAL CASE TRANSPORT
science-fiction plot, make this
BUS STOPS AT FR AYSI- R AT DOOR GALE TAYLOR IS
NOT IN A TRAILER.
film top adventure fare.
M.
Agar gives a first-rate performance as a scientist called in
•
4*
to investigate strange goings on
cji
:
lL7
1
She does what others
os sok
at a desert laboratory where exfail to do. You hare
periments are being carried on to
OPEN
tried the rest, now
develop an artificial nutrient..
DAILY
try the best. You're
f
k-..)ta%
Leo G. Carroll as the professor
,
AND
heard her on the air,
(who appears near the end of
you've seen her on
SUNDAY
film in the most frightening
.....• "AP
'I
•
'7ARANT4LA" (I•C)
the screen, now see
makeup seen on a human being
AT
her in person. On*
since the days of Lon Chaney) A fellow scientist, under the in9 A.M.
turns in a 'performance that fluence of a "horror" drug, atsitting with her will
TIL
strengthens his reputation as one tempts to strangle Leo G. CalP,
convince you that sh•
0.'
of Hollywood's finest character roll ht a scene from Universal
9 P.M.
is for superior to any
actors.
International's science • &dog
other reader.
Mara Corday, in the role of the thriller, "Tarantula." opens Sun.
r.
•
professor's lab assistant, is both I day at the NEW DAISY theatre.
pretty and poised — plus being a
talented actress. Her role calls for long been a master of the scienceTr
a great deal of emotion, and she fiction thriller, along with direecarries it off with excellent results 'tor Jack Arnold, and they have
—a feat not always easy to accom- , again combined their talents to
plish, especially when playing op- make "Tarantula" to
in its
posite a g0 tooter high spider,
class This is a "must see" for
Producer William Alland h a s I science-fiction fans.

.e7/4t4-p22k7 _
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Mid-West CageTo urney Switched To A & I State

ceemia

Owen Cagers Out To Get
Tenn. State On Feb. 21

•

Blanton Collier
To Speak At Clinic

Wes Santee
To Sue AAU

Sardis Miss. News

The CLUB EBONY

Shop Owners Group
Meets On March 5

Th

underbolts
Humbled By
Red Devils

500 Beale Avenue

IA 5-2873

AISY

Fouchee Dancers To
Appear In Las Vegas !

'GIANT SPIDER STRIKES!...CRAWUNG
TERROR
1

SPECIAL! SPECIAL
Somethin

3 Teacher Workshops
Slated This Summer

g New!
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

DRY CLEANING AND FINISH WORK

HANDY AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY

672 Mississippi Blvd.

Ph. JA. 5-9410

911 Workers Now
In Ag Extension

PALMIST READER
AND

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

:%.

Aw.„-- --

A
TO

1

CAR • CORDAY • CARROLL

Horror And Suspense Make
"Tarantula" Top Thriller

GALE TAYLOR

,

6111.11
41111
•

"LUCY GALLANT"

ADVISOR
50c Special Reading 50c

LOOK FOR SIGN
ALL WELCOME!

AhoiN,„ 1 ilk
1141?"1.,

I
100 ,
FEET
MGM I

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

0

•

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Douglass Higia
School News

Forrest City and Madison Briefs

The Juniors held their Pre-Val- i
The Betty Crocker Homemaker entine's dance Friday night, Feb. I
of Tommorrow at. Douglass High 10' in the Sc-boo! auditorium. The
school is Miss Josephine Parks. donee was enjoyed by all. They
'She received the highest score danced to the music of Al Jack. ,
son's combo. The feature vocalin a written exist was Dick "Kane" Cole.
a mination which
The main attraction of the evtested the homeening was the choosing of t h e
making
knowl"Queen of Hearts." She was judgledge and attied on the basis of her neatness,I
tudes of senior
poise, personality and scholastic
girls in the graability. There are many young
duating
class.
ladies who would easily meet
She will be enthese qualifications, but we could
Negro History Week was well
tered in competihave only one winner. The lucky, celebrated at Merry High School
tion to name the
and deserving young lady, is Miss under the direction of the Social
state's candidate
Natalie Craft. Her attendariTs-are Studies department. In keeping
for the title of
All - American Josephine Parks Miss Gazetta Crawford, a fresh- with the theme "Negro History in
Homemaker of Tomorrow and will : man, and Miss Polly Phibbs, a An Era of Changing Human Rereceive a "Betty Crocker Good and junior at Booker T. Washington lations" the subject of Negro HisHigh school. Miss Craft is a sopho- tory was treated from the past,
Easy Cook Book."
more.
present and looking forward into
We, The Student Body, Faculty
Some of those seen enjoying the future.
and Principal wish Miss Parks the
themselves were: Barbara SwearThe objectives that were set up
best of luck.
engen, Cecil Moore, Flora Nibly, for the week were: To make it
DISTRICT MEETING
Patricia Walker, 'Whilma Fergu- possible for students to relive hisThe New Homemakers of Amerison, Louise Blanton, Eddie Mc- tory; to stimulate interest in the
ca, Douglass Chapter, journed to
Kinley, Clara Burton, Charles An- history of the American Negro;
Lexington, Tgnn., Saturday, Feb. derson, Clara
Wilson, Betty Mil- to acquaint students with the Ne11, to attend The West Tennessee ler,
Mettle Bland, Redius Smith, gro's part in forming this counDistrict meeting.
Fred Edwards, Rosa Smith, El- try; to enable the boys and girls
Miss Patricia Walker, a mein- bert Parrish, Gloria Demire, Rose of today to see their country in
ber of the Douglass Chapter and I Mary Alexander, Rosiland
Jones, a changing world setting: to fa District president, presided over Robert Dickerson Ivory
Hunt, miliarize students with the outthe meeting.
Mary Bolden, Will Kincaid, yours standing Negroes of America to
group of girls entertained truly and many, many
others. show the extent of the Negro's
the audience with a dance done to I Thanks again for your
progress in America; to show to
cooperathe tune of "Yellow Rose of Tex- lion.
what heights the Negro might asas." This dance was non-compepire; to stimulate the minds of
titive.
students by showing them a great
The dancers were Vaness Mann,
ariety of callings; and to stimuEvelena Bishop, Claudia Marie
late the minds of students by showIvy, Barbara Swearengen, Henriing them a great variety of °coiletta Parrish, Ruby Madison. BetThe Union Spring Baptist church Pations. The series of programs ext. Miller,
a arils , harr- opened its regular Sunday
morn- tended from Monday through
Etta Dickens, Flora Nibley, ing service with
Sunday school at Thursday.
and Mildred Phillips.
10 a. m., after which worship
Noted speakers who were inMiss Geraline Bell was elected service was
conducted as usual vited in during the week were Dr.
Song Leader of the West Ten- with choirs
marching to their re- W. R. Bell, local dentist; Atty.
nessee District. Some of those spective places.
J. E. Ballard, Mr. I. Savage, local
making the trio were: Ernestine
The inspirational sermon was de- business man and executive offiDavis, Betty Davis, Vallie Dee livered by the
pastor. He empha- cer of 314 Ordnance Depot Supply
McWilliams, Rosa Hous'on, Mat- sized prayer, for of
all weapons Company of the Army Reserve;
tie Bland, Pauline Miller, Doris that the
universe has to offer, God Mr. G. W. Golden, retired civil
Thomas, Delores Brantly and has placed prayer
as our greatest serivee worker; Dr. J. 0. Permany others. We were accompan- and surest
pener, Dean and head of the deweapon,
he said.
Oat by Mrs. Rosiland Walker, motMrs. Elma Motley, principal of partment of Education at Lane
er of our District president, Miss Union
Spring school, was among college; Rev. Frank Blackwell,
Patricia Walker and our advisor, guests.
pastor of Wesley Chapel M. E.
Mrs. Mabel G. Jones.
Rev. J W. Jones is pastor.
church, Mr. W. H. Bailey, district
manager of Atlanta Life Insurance co., and Mr. Joe Merry, local business man. Students also
appeared on the program depicting outstanding Negroes who
had excelled in various fields. It
is felt that the student body benefited from the programs staged.
By

CLAUDIA

MARIE

IVY

Ulnion Spring

(Ho. 395) 23 Inches tall. Miss
Suntan. Take her by the hand.
She walks with you. Hood turns
as she walks. This all plastic doll
has moving eyes. Opened mouth.
Painted

cart

lashes.

and

Shoes

be

Picolay

sox. Saran

dross.

wit that

washed, curled and

re-

styled.
ONLY.....

$15.00

THESE DOLLS COME AS
DESCRIBED BELOW

Made of soft stuffed
latex arms, legs and
Sleeping

eyes,

painted

body,
head.
lashes,

wig that can be washed, combed
and restyled. Slip, ninon dr
shoes and sox.
No. 2 /6 inches toll
$4.98
No. 372 13 inches tall $5.49
No. 373 20 inches tall $7.98
No. 374 23 inches tall $8.98

you pay postage
full amount, we

• C.O.D.

SALE Co.

Pay
• Write For Catalog
• Agents Wanted

3447 SO. INDIANA AVE.
CHICAGO 16,111.

C

'Evelly <tome daoutee 4ave 4 &toted

ntee

NO MORE SUFFERING FROM

KIDNEY
STONE
4P
Ilea. J. N. Beyant
Anserleins. Ga.
I seithured terrific poles

SIRS J R. BRYAN
511 W. Cleurieli St.
140
WI
Pries

LANE'S
FORMUU No. 2
FLUSHES THE
iNTERTIONAL TRACT
OF ACCUMULATED
WASTE

reemeie

I was sick as any sternarh, hrsdaehe,
Altarr moat of the time. I °Rifting I At
I time. a day, which consisted at
greenish bile. The taste in my month
was almnot unbearable. Hearin
about
FORMI'LA .W.! I decided to
try a bottle. I was amazed at the
result. After taking 4 or S dnoree I
wee much better, After taking the
rest of the bottle. I was tree of AO
trouble aseritiossed. I recommend to
anyone sutferinr a• / wa• to get •
•ttle ef LANF'S FORMULA it!
lately.
MRS. HERBERT
C.
IllAy Sr., Palm Harbor, Florida.

remota

Ise ATRUSTE'S FOOT. RING WORM AND
Try it today.
Small Ike — Leers SI 110

Pt year Irv/girt (maned supply
o
pea. WISP, direct Seed
meow eider. No C. O. D.'s

obsape.

vmst refferter terraI. pain.
toy bark and stosnaeh. ctv
I kart SIDNFT
doelor said
STHNISS, and tke pa", wee due
t• the stone.
Hearing about
LA N
nioneric COMPOUND FOR KIDNEYS frets
ewe et my trieade. I decided to
try a bottle. I was aroarMi •t 45.
results After way Drys bottle mr
pain, left and I bare not been
bothered since Let me recommend te anyone suffering se I
4441 to get
bottle firma your
!oral DRUG VfORF ams1 see the
reissitis for youroelf."
MRS. .101ITN COLE
Dunedin, Fla.
is

WHAT IS RITRE-KILL!

Ash Wednesday, the first day of Dly if l'rayer was held at KynLent. ushers in -a period of fasting ette Methodist church Friday evand preparation for the contrite- ' ening. The following churches were
moration of die Passion, Crucifix- represented: Salem Baptist
ion and the Resurrection of the church, Kynette Methodist Epis
Lord, Jesus S'Lrist. And we are copal church, St. Luke African
reminded that fasting is no more Methodist Episcopal church, Betts.
abstaining from the things that alem Baptist church Lane Chapel
satisfy the appetite than it is ab- Christian Methodist church, Medistaining from unchristian thoughts son Light Baptist church, First
Baptist eharch, New Light Baptist
and uncharitable deeds.
The First Baptist church, the church and Christ Episcopal
Rev. F. M. McClendon, pastor, church.
Mrs. Ida Christmas of the Second
presents each third Sunday evening a musical program. On Sun- Presbyterian church is the co-orday, Feb. 19, the combined sen- dinator of the service.
Through a steady downpour of
ior and junior choirs of the church
rain Ash Wednesday, more than
will appear in a recital.
INTFIR-RACIAL PROGRAMS
90 students and teachers of Christ
Race Relation Sunday was eele- Church Episcopal school came to
brated Feb, 12, at Kynette Metho- overflow the tiny chapel in their
dist church, the Rev. B. F. Neal, annual observance of the beginpastor, with an Inter-Racial pro- fling of Lent. The services of MornLOVELY LASSIES OF AR.
of the school. Each is very
dale: Bobbie Nell Brownlee.
gram featuring "Methodist Colleg- ing Prayer and the Penitential
KANSAS—This group of young
popular and members of the
Jericho, and Earine Owens, of
es- for Negroes" in a pageant en- Office were read by A. V. Turner.
Clarksdale, Arlo They're in the
ladies of Phelix High school of
Junior Debutantes Federated
titled "To The Stars Through Diffi- The celebration of Holy Commun10th gra,le at l'helix H i g h.
club. Shown above left to right
Marion, Ark., help spur attendion followed with the Rev. John
culties."
ance among the male students
Bobbie Jean Ragland, (larks.
(Purdy Photo.)
The guest speaker at It a. m. Karsten, Priest-in -Charge, rector
was Attss Knox Kinney, president of the Church of the Good Shep, of the Forrest City Chamber of herd and religious instructor and
Commerce. At 2 p. ne, the Rev. advisor of the school, as the CeleJohn DeL. Karsten, rector of the brant, The service ended with the
Church of the Good Shephard and penitent faithful kneeling at the
Priest-in-Charge of Christ Episco- Altar Rail and receiving t h e
pal church, delivered the address. anointing ashes from the priest.
Representing the Methodist col- READING CLINIC
Saturday, Feb. 11, attracted
leges were Ernestine Van P e It,
Hughes,
many Forrest City and Madison
Bennett college; Samuel
Bethune-Cookman college; Ivory teachers to Pine Bluff. Attending
AgriculMaxwell, Claffin college; Sials a Reading Clinic in the
of
campus
the
on
Building
Mclilayorita
tural
Reed, Clark college;
were MesAllister, Dillard university; Clyde A. M. and N. college
jewel
Tonstal, Gammon Theological Se- dames Virginia Stewart,
Jet.
M.
F.
Aldridge,
TilM.
Huston
Joy
Isom,
Bell,
minary; Jor-tha
Adams,
lotson college; Charles Porter, fers, L. J. Clark, L. J.
Meharry college; Anna Scrugg, T. A. West, T. N. Blount Temple
Morristown college; Doris Cribb, Morehead Doris Owens, Veni T.
Miss.
Paine college; Barbara Turner, Bond, Rubye F. Turner and
M. Ty.
Philander Smith college; Ellis es Hazel Hunt, Johnnie
Gilmore
Bell, Rust college; Gussie Scrugg, son and masa
City at
Forrest
Representing
IttcA11
Wiley college, and Melvin
meeting of the Delegate Assembly
lister, Morgan Christian Center.
Ass°.
Others appearing on the pro- of the Arkansas Teachers
File.
Park
Townsend
at
held
J.
Bond, elation
gram were Dr. Cliffie
school were C. T. Cobb,
Homer Towne, Roger Deaderick,
school,
Leonard Wiley, Mrs. J. C. Wiley, principal of Lincoln High
Christ
of
principal
LinTurner,
Speed,
V.
A.
the Misses Louis D.
school; Mrs. A.
da Carroll, Sylvia Rich, Sarah Church Episcopal
of Stewart eleHartz and lssac Hughes. Dr. E. P. Suggs, principal
Latimer,
Charles
the
Of
school;
chairman
mentary
C. Clay was the
Elementary
program, Mrs. Vent Bond, mis- principal of DeRossitt
Purifoy of
tress of ceremonies, Miss Merce- school, and Miss Edna
English
school
High
RoLincoln
Miss
and
the
dier Turner, pianist
berta McAllister, director of the department.
Mrs. Ilensie Roberts, a teacher
selling t h e TRI-STATE DEto right arc W. C. Mossey and
WE'RE IN BUSINESS — Yes,
choir.
schootp
Vernet, Ford. Other Marion
FENDER. Seen in the photo,
The Baptist Trining Union of the at Christ Church Episcopal
this group of newsboys a r e
STAMP ON CRIME
telling es er)one in Clarksdale
front row, left to right, a r e
newsboys not show', are Lewis
Turner, director, sponsored a cele- has just returned from Hot Springs
was
The week of Feb. 12 through 18
Herron and Freddie Bolder.
bration of National Negro History where her Missionar: Society
and Marion, Ark., they're in
Lawrence 'Morris and Bennie
of the
Council
Bishop's
12.
Feb.
the
to
evening,
host
(photo
was also set aside as "Crime Preby Purdy)
Week Sunday
their business is
Joe Drake, second row, left
business
vention Week."
Leading the devotional service AME church.
Seen in the city last weekend
Atty. J. E. Ballard who spoke
were Mesdames Cozy Clay, Mayone of his first fights by a knockLeverta
Mrs. Joseph (Cortez) Wash.
were
Miss
citto the students at Merry High
se Simmons and
out, hut lost his second by a split
ingto-s and daughter of Pine Bluff
ed that a great percentage of
'Lynch,
decision. All three boys won the
Battles of North
crimes committed today were by
Speakers were Bobby Martin, and :irs. Mary
AAU championships in Jackson in
of whom were
all
Rock,
Little
"National
teen-age youths and nine out of
"The Significance of
different weight classes.
Smiths on
Robert
the
ten of
those committing the
Negro History Week," Hazel War- visitirg
Street.
Marsn
and
Music,"
crimes were partakers of alcoholic ON THE SOCIAL SIDE
in
Negro
ren, "The
VISITORS
On Friday evening, Feb. 10, Mrs.
beverages. Although intoxicating
Dejustice Coleman, 'The Negro in FLA
Guild
served
st.
Hale
on
Monroe
Myrtle
The Little Thelma Burke
liquors are not to be sold to minors
Athletics."
Fidelis Club, Mrs.
Semper
Cobb,
tae
of
Inez
we still find them in these places. as the charming hostess to the
Sylvia
by
solo
A piano
Jeffers and Miss Lucille McHe prevailed with the students to Civic Pride Club. The time was
a reading by Eldora Ann Turner F. M.
entertained themdown
the
of
sponsors,
midst
the
in
right
Call,
aid in crime prevention, not only
and musical selections by the
a Valentine Party at
with
selves
Chorus,
School
during the week set aside, but pour of rain but that didn't keep
Memorial
Stewart
short
B. Clark home on South
in the future. Accompanying Law- the members away. The
Mrs. F. M. Jeffers, director, round the John
meeting was held
by
conducted
regular
was
of 605 S. 15th st.,
session
Purdy,
Their
Frank
celebrated,
school
business
High
Wonder
st.
yer Ballard was Chief of Police,
ed out the program.
the president, Mrs. Marie Penn. Negro History Week giving honor is in the Crittenden Memorial hos- WORLD DAY PRAYER
at the Freddie Davis home with
Robert rklainord.
world, Dianne Davis, hostess.
Other members present were Mrs. to our most outstanding Negroes, pital and everyone is wishing for
The annual observance of
THE NEW IN SPORTS
Ada McNeely, secy., Mrs. V. F. such as Marian Anderson, contral- him a speedy recovery.
Lane college closed Its basketB. T, Mosby, of 811 S. 19th st.,
Walker, treasurer; Mrs. Georgia to, one of the world's most famed
ball season last Thursday night
Kelley, Mrs. Ovellie Goodrich, singers.
ill in the Kennedy Veterans hosis
with a tilt against Mississippi VoMrs. Doris Price, Mrs. Pansy Grapital. He is being wished a hasty
Others include:
cational college from Itta Bena,
ham, Mrs. Lessie Spann, Mrs. LilLena Horne, singer-actress, who recovery. Mr. Mosby is owner of
Miss. Even though Lane started
lie Bell, Mrs. Olivia l'ruett, Mrs. has made her appearance on the the Mosby Cab co.
off in the rear, MVC was downed
Mary Fox, Mrs. Mary Blair, MGM parade at the Ambassador
Mrs. Sallie Lewis, of Turrell,
more than 20 points, Lane came
Mrs. Bessie Merry, and Mrs. F. hotel in Los Angeles: Sammy Da- Ark., is the guest of Mrs. Frank
out with 17 wins and three losses
A. Dobbins. The guests were Mrs. vis, jr., who makes thousands hap- Purdy, Mrs. Lewis is the sister of
for the seasons record.
Grace Hurst and Misses Darlene py with his almost unbelievable Frank Purdy and the daughter of
hemmed the Bulldogs in the More.
Merry High will close its seaLike two blood-thirsty animals
Hutson and Lurline Savage.
Gymnasium, clawed a 95.
talent; Nat King Cole, Joe Louis Mrs. Mary Purdy.
son on Friday night of this week.
house
jungle
The menu consisted of delicious and Archie Moore.
Dean Moore and Jean Roberts, stalking each other in the
Riled to a state of fury,
win.
63
Both boys and girls teams will
barbecued chicken, spring salad, The Wonder High school band of Hughes, Ark., are the guests of lawlessness, the Fisk University
Bulldogs bottled up
bruised
West
the
mighty
the
against
up
come
mixed vegetables, pickles, h o t played for the Valentine socials of Rev. and Mrs. George Moore, I
Nashville with a 59ColMorehouse
in
Tigers
and the
the
High teams from Denmark on the roles,
of 613 S. 15th st. They are neices Bulldogs
hot tea and pineapple shervictory.
revenge
for
bid
52
home court. Friday night the bet. A very entertaining game last Tuesday night in the gymwill
Tigers
lege Maroon
of Rev. and Mrs. Moore.
teams from Central High School was played, "The Lincoln Quiz." nasium. Jethro Terrell did a tromWith both quints setting the pace
Mrs. E. M. Lewis, of Memphis, basketball supremacy when they
Whitmore
phone
solo.
R.
L.
Prof.
in Alamo, Tenn., will meet Merry Prizes went to the four winners
the 17-team conference the Chiin
Gymnasiteacher at Won- clash at the St. Anselm
A. B. McClendon, drummer; John Tenn., fifth grade
in Jackson.
clash is expected to be the
cago
who were Miss Savage and Mes- Jones clarinet solo; Tommy Park- der High, has returned to school um Saturday night, March 3.
hers
hottest contest to be staged
Tournament time is here. Dis- dames Marie Penn Grace Hurst.
ter a week s illness. Students
er, your columnist, a tenor saxasmash this season.
a
fives,
fabulous
two
trict 3 will hold its tournament at and Doris Price.
The
• phone cob. Prof. L. R. Whitmore are glad to see her back.
The game is sponsored annually
West High School on February 23,
hit here last year in their third
Everybody enjoyed the evening is band director
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
by Fisk and Morehouse alumni
24 and 25. The participating teams immensely.
annual Chicago cage classic, play clubs to aid worthy Windy City
Elijah Anderson, of 335 S. 15th
are Central High from Alamo, Sti- CRITERIANS ENTERTAIN
st., was a very unfortunate pera return engagement to continue students enrolled at the two
gall High from Humboldt, West
ChicaAlso on Friday night at the son when his house caught on
a bitter basketball rivalry that has schools. Cheerleaders from
High from Denmark and Merry American Legion Hall, a few
colthe
wear
will
at
was
schools
groMr.
the
fire.
Anderson
High from Jackson. The games friends of the members of the
been going on nearly a half cen- go high
schools to lead
two
eery
time.
during
the
the
The
store
of
ors
Intercollegiate
Southern
make
promise to be exciting; so
tury of
Criterion Bridge club joined them fire started from an oil stove Mr.
partisan followers in pep songs.
Conference competition.
it a point to be there,
for an evening of fun. Bridge and Anderson used to cook on.
NEW YORK — (INS) — Just Athletic
Two fraternity teams will battle
Last week in the Golden Gloves whist made up the main enterFor the Frank Forbes-coached
011ie B. Reed, a student at Won- one subway train delayed at
the prelimer.ary basketball con.
winner
in
Boxing Tournament in St. Louis, tainment. . . Among the guests
Atlanta,
least a million New Yorkers on Maroon Tigers of
Katie
Mrs.
mother,
her
and
der,
Mo., three Madison County boys present weere Mrs. V. F. Walker,
and four na- test.
they way to work yesterday of 13 SIAC crowns
participated. "Big" Richard Mer- Miss Darlene Hutson, Mesdames Ward, and a brother who lived
titles in 47 years of
hoop
tional
morning.
encounriwether, a student at Lane Col- Penn, and Hurst, the W. R. Bells, at the same address, lost some of
The last ear of a Manhattan. varsity play, the scheduled Nashof
lege entered in the Heavyweight the W. E. McKissacks, the C. Beas- their clothes.
Bulldogs
bold
the
with
ter
011ie saw the smoke and ran bound express with 1,000 pas.
class. "Scooter" George Thomas, leys, J. A. Cooke, the Pattons and
toughest tansengers was derailed in Brook- ville is rated as the
a 10th grade student at Merry many others. Cocktails were serv- and told his mother. She called
season.
this
tap
on
gle
the
lyn. No one was injured, hut
High School entered in the Welter- ed throughout by the hostesses and the fire department.
Biggest reason for the build-up
Mr. Anderson, who had no in- derailment delayed trains for
weight class and Ernest Curry assorted sandwiches were there
an expected knock-down-dragof
minutes.
28
and
hour
an
to
up
surance, estimated the damage
from Denmark entered in the mid- for the taking.
brawl is that Coach Herbert
out
at $1,200.
11111111110euillitill1111011111l11111111111111IIIImini1111111111i
dleweight class. Merriwether won
"Bus" Thompson's cagers have
all three fights and will return to
compiled an impressive conferNew Mexico has an estimated
St. Louis next Thursday for the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Cart.
ence record. Jumping off to a flychampionship bout. Thomas won 176,000 acres of gypsum.
ing start, the Fisk five polished Leroy Jones, Tennessee State, freeoff eight loop rivals without a style sprinter, set two new pool
single set back before it's first enat home and one on the
counter with Morehouse, The Tig- records
record,
the Tigers out-beat Cmas
road
ers, with an identical
tral State college at horns and
lost to Southern Illinois university
at Carbondale, Ill., last week.
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both —
Against Central Coach Thor*
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Tigersharke
"Friend" Hughes
eight
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
problem!" And among these suftook every first place and
For the first time science has
ferers were a very wide variety
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—Dr. Thom- seconds to swamp the Marauders,
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
found a new healing substance
as Jarrett. professor of English at 72-12, last Saturday. At Strut)).
with the astonishing ability to
10 to 20 years' standing.
Atlanta university, will speak at ern Illinois, Tennessee tankmell
All this, without the use of
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
the Knoxville college Founders' took five first but bowed .Z-I9
pain —without surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinconvocation on March 25, accord- the Land of Lincoln swimmers last
In one hemorrhoid case after
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Bioanother,"very striking improveing to Dr. James Colston, college Friday night in home waters.
Dyne•)--the discovery of a worldment" was reported and verified
president.
Jones' 28.6 for the 60-yard freefamous research institution. Alby doctors' observations.
convocation will be the fin- style and :53.9 for the 100 at home
The
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide use
Pain was relieved promptly.
al event on a three-day program were good for new pool records.
for healing injured tissue on all
And, while gently relieving pain,
of activity.
parts of the body.
actual reduction or retraction
At Carbondale Jones did a :24.11
Founders' Observance begins on to set a new mark for the 50.
This new healing aubstanc4 is
(shrinking) took place.
offered in suppository or ointment
And most amazing of all—this
March 23 with a student presen- yard freestyle at Southern Minnie.
form called Prepo rat inn Il.• Ask
improvement was maintained in
tation. Muriel Rahn and a stage Jones' teammate, Leroy Brown
cases where doctors' observations
for individually sealed convenient
company of 10 performers will pre- smashed two new pool records his
were continued over a period of
Preparation H suppositories or
sent "Highlichte ofCarman the Central dual meet. Brown's
many months!
Preparation H ointment with speindividual
Jones" on March 23.
In fact, results were so thorcial applicator. Preparation 11 is
2:03.5 for the 160 yard
ough that sufferers were able to
sold at all drug stores.Satisfaction
medley and his 2. 36.5 for the 200
make such astonishing statements
guaranteed or money refunded.
new mark*
Railway passenger cars average yard backstroke were
as "Piles have ceased to be a
•se, r. P. rot Off.
pooL
Tennessee's
for
length.
72 feet in
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News

By Tommy Parker

Morehouse Plays
Fisk Team Here

1 Subway Train
Makes Million
Late For Work

Jones Breaks
2 Marks In
Swim Meet

Mrs. Joins Ode
Dunedin, Fla.

is my
back for sive, three months. /Ey
Doctor informed m• I would
bate se be operated ow to get
relief. I took Mestifils• be cave
me. but did pot get any better.
A fetead told me about LANE'S
DIT'RFTIC cosreonorn
FOR
RIDNF,TU aad gave ine part of a
bottle I took it and have ao
pftifte at ell Thanks to dila wonderful nr...1irine. I wee somplets.
ly welt te mois week.

By RUBYE F. TURN-ER

West Memphis

Won The Hearts of Thousands. of
Kiddies!
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery

3-Day Program
Marks Founding

Born At John Gaston Hospital:
John D. Richardson, a son, to
Ronda Sue Branch, a daughter,
FEBRUARY 11, 1956
Oscar L. and Irene Richardson, of to Edward E. and Viola Branch,
of 673 Lousiana.
Ronald Wesley Franklin, a son, 1099 Texas.
4. •
to John W. and Lena Franklin, I Betty Ruth Bynum, a daughter, FEBRUARY 14, 1956
rto Claude and Jennie Bynum, of
Betty Jean Woods, a daughter, DEFENDER SCRIBE—Loh farOf 1899 Castalia.
to C. B. and Fannie Woods, of ris, 15, a 10th grade student
Brenda Diane Owens, a daugh- 864 Willoughby.
of
ter, Shirley Ann Owens,'a daugh- I Alonzo Guster Jones, jr., a son, 1342 McNeil.
Phelix High School of Marion,
to
Alonzo
G. and Willie Jones, of
Freddie Rudell Thompson, a son Ark., is the writer of news
ter, (twins), to Lonnie and Mary
about
939 Knight.
to Buford R. and Pearlean Thomp- Marion High and the community.
Ann Owens, of 168 Beale.
Orr.
1612
of
son,
Willie B. Woods, a son, to Wil- Dorothy Jean Jefferson, a daughDebra Renee Nolen, a daughlie B. and Earlean Woods, of 518 ter, to Luther and Ernestine Jeffus and Mildred Jones, of 1183
ter. to Sank F. and Rena Nolen,
ferson, of 1778 Keltner.
Lipford.
Charlotte.
Dillard
3466
rd.
of
Linda Fay Frost, a daughter,
Grine Woodard, a daughter, to
Linda Carol Plummer, a daughMyron Keith Owens, a son, to
to James and Ruthie Frost, of 922 , Roscoe and Joe Ella Woodard, of
ter, to L. C. and Mattie PlumEnwood E. and Delores Owens,
S. Fourth.
j 331 N. Manassas.
mer, of 1654 Locust.
of 273 Kirk.
Regina Elaine Smith, a daugh- , Pamela
Frank James Miller, Jr., a son,
Sue Harrison, a daughA daughter, to Leon H. and Norter, to Robert L. and Vannie Smith ter, to
to Frank J. and Pauline Miller,
Howard and Lorine Harri- ma Griffin, of 909 Woodlawn.
of 3155 Gilmore Road.
son, of 116 W. Gage.
of 1436 Roberts.
A daughter, a son, (twins) to
Jerry Lewis Caples, a son, to
Derrick Kent Westbrook, a son, George L. and Elizabeth KirkFrank Jackson, Jr., a son, to
James and Steverlens Caples, of to Henry
Frank and Christine Jackson, of
and Fannie Westbrook, wood, of 1347 Austin.
820 Dallas.
of 1447 College.
480 Georgia.
Reginald Bernard Smith, a son,
J. T. Hays, jr., a son, to J. T.
Leroy London Hanna, a son, to
L. C. Corry, jr., a son, to L. C.
to Robert L. and Lillian Smith,
and Ruthie Hayes, of 1540 Orr.' Alex
and Bertha Corry, of 1159 Grant.
L. and Mozella Hanna, of
FEBRUARY 12, 1956
of 954 Seattle.
, 3234 Rochester rd.
Robert Lee Jones, a son, to RobPhyllis Jane Shaw a daughter, I
Melvin Macklin, a son, to CharJoe Wooten, jr., a son, to Joe
ert L. and Minnie Jones, of 3300
Macklin,
Bertha
to Joseph and Audrey Shaw, of
of 410
and Letha Wooten, of 1340 Sample, lie and
Chaplin Rd.
448 King Road.
Graceo,00d.
Karen Marie Jackson, a daughRoscoe Stigger, a son, to FrankJ. T. Clark, jr., a son,t o J. T.
Lillie Key Hampton, a daughter,
ter, to Herbert N. and Castella
ie
L. and Ida Lee StOgger, of
Clark and Zelma Clark, of 694
HampLillie
Mae
to Andrew and
Jackson, of 1162 Charlotte E.
1941 Carver.
Florida.
ton, of 924 Bingham.
FEBRUARY 16, 1956
Wilmetta Coleman, a daughter,
James Walter Hillings, Jr., a
Leon Curtis Walker, jr., a son,
son, to James W. and Lillian Holto William P. and Ora Mae Coleto
Leon--f. and Alberta Walker,
lings, of 1558 Ellison.
man, of 671 Robeson.
Linda Sue Bridgeforth, a daugh- of 3035B. Johnson.
A daughter, to Bertrue and EarCynthia Lee Humes, a daughter,
ter, to Hosie and Dorothy Bridgelean Jackson, of 1387 Gold.
to
Frank and Lucy Humes, of
forth, of 1383 Eloise.
Patricia
Anne
McNary, a
Gregory Grant, a son, to Alonzo of 1203 So. Main.
daughter to Henry and Nola McJoe Lowry, jr., a son, of Joe
Nary, of 1269 Lion.
and Bernice Grant, of 2171 CasAda Lowry, of 2134 Bennett.
and
A son, to Raymond N. and Jimtex.
Walter Jones, a son, to Robert
mie Pearson, of 1408 Silver.
Annette Hawthorne, a daughter,
and Louise Jones, of 1401 Valse.
Carl Edward Flowers, a son, to
to Dave L. and Kathleen HawBruce Warr, a son, to Freddie
thorne, of 2132 Lyon.
James E. and Aubrey Flowers, of
and Helen Warr, of 769 N. Mont3025 Yale.
Denise Elizabeth Jackson, a
A daughter, to Booker 3. and
daughter, to James E. and Gir- gomery.
Clyde Lynn Holmes. a son, to
$hirley Aston, of 2434 Blue Rd.
thy L. Jackson, of 222 W. Utah.
Clyde and Lucy Holmes, of 143
Particia Ann Orr, a daughter to
FEBRUARY
1956
15,
,
E. Carolina.
Robert and Sylvia Orr, of 890 LeGeraldine Ramona Houston, a
Jasper Ray Swift, a son, Glenda
Moyne.
daughter, to Robert and Bertha Joyce Swift, a daughter, (twins)
Joyce Vanhook, a daughter, to
Houston, of 176 Ingram.
to Frank and Mary Sift, of 483
John E. and Gracie Vanhook, of
Sheron Denise Wilford, a daugh- Richmond.
1684 Caradine.
ter, to James and Corean WillL. Willie Webb, a son, to L. V.
FEBRUARY L3, 1958
ford, of 1805 Keltner Circle.
and Lillie Webb, of 1102 Bammel.
Anthony Eugene Tillman, a son, COLUMNIST — Robert E. Owens,
Geneva Eskridge, a daughter, to
Albert Trenton Suttle, a son, to
to Harvey L. and Mary Tillman, of Carksdale, Ark., a student of Ray and Geneva Eskridge, of
Willie and Addie Suttle, of 890 Le
of 2355 Vandale.
Phelix High School of Marion. Ark. 2045 Curry.
Moyne.
A daughter, to Forest and Lillie 1 is a columnist for the TRI-STATE
Gunzoln Grenay Newby, daughLeon Thomas Jackson, jr., a son
Mae Montgomery. of 1254 Smith. DEFENDER. He writes the news ter, to James and Dora Newby,
to Leon T. and Louvenia Jackson,
Brenda Ann Driskell, a daugh- from Clarksdale and specializes in of 900 Exchange.
of 694 Fleming.
ter. to A. Z. and Georgie Dris- the coverage of "sport activities"
Dennis Jones, a son, Denise
Mozella Maria Cox, a daughter,
kell, of 291 Elder Road.
of Phelix High.
Jones, a daughter (twins) to Ru- to Willie J. and Mozella Cox, of
1043 Texas.
FEBRUARY 17, 1956
Stephanie Elaine Joiner, daughter, to Charles W. and Atta Join.,p1-4.044 A ter.
Larry Caldwell, a son, to Lyle,
and Fannie Caldwell, of 1575 Min•.444f4 0.:'
nie.
Gregory Bell, a son, to William
H. and Ella Bell, of 712 Ayers. 1
Sanda Elaine Johnson, a daughter, to Cecil and Ivlattie Johnson of 17 Farrow.
Donald Leon McVey, a son, to
Leslie and Bobbie McVey, of 1466
Dexter.
Gwendolyn Ann Scott, a daughter, to Bobbie L. and Annie Scott,
of 2090 Farrington.
Beverly Camille Boyce, a daughter to Thomas C. and Mary Boyce,
of 164 Pretoria.
Patterson, a
LaRit a
Sherry
daughter, to Donald and Bertha
It's full steam ahead as script editor
Arden Hill
Delman.
Previewing a TV show (she sees to it
hurries to her office at the National
that Patterson, of 1001
Broadcastin
Howard,
g
jr., a son, to
they're
Namon
tasteful
and
entertaining), Arden enjoys
Company. A graduate of Smith College,
she was
a Lucky Strike. "Believe me," she
Mamie Howard, of 676
a promising actress before joining NBC.
says, "l'll be Namon and
East Street.
a Lucky fan for a long time to come!"
Michael Joe Britton, a son, to
Melvin and Mabel Britton, of 3042
Mt. Olive.
Myril Cassandar May, a daughter, to Robert T. and Helen May,
of 669 Glanker.

TV editor
switches to
Luckies for
better taste

"I didn't realize what I'd been
missing till I
changed to Luckier," says TV editor
Arden
}Jill.'Wow Iget the extra taste—the
better-taste-of Luckier'fine tobacco. And I like
it." Lbckies
taste better because they're made
of fine tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
better. Why
not light up a Lucky yourself? You'll
say it's
the best-tasting cigarette you ever
smoked!

Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
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;
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Slayer Of
Dr. Brewer
In Hospital
COLUMBUS, Ga. — (INS) —
The suspect in the fatal shooting
of an anti-segregation leader in
Columbus, Ga., was reported Monday to be 'in a state of shock"
in a Phenix City, Ala., hospital.
He is Luico Flowers, 54, owner
of a Columbus department store,
who was taken across the state
line Sunday.
Flowers was charged with the
murder Monday after admitting
he shot the longtime anti-segrega
lion leader Saturday night.
Solicitor General John If. Land
said he swore out a warrant for
Luico Flowers, 54, when Flowers
told him he fired on Dr. Thomas ,
Brewer, 72, when the former Columbus NAACP leader entered his
department store office the night
of his death.
Flowers was named by a witness as the man who shot Dr.
Brewer during an argument the
two men had over the arrest of a
Negro on a disorderly conduct
charge.

Florida Loins Win
Sixth Straight Game
FLORIDA—The Florida Normal
and Industrial Memorial college
Lions won their sixth straight victory Monday night defeating the
1Vashington Junior college of Pensacola. 81-76. Nathaniel Phillips,
a freshman fm Sarasota, led the
Lions in scoring, with a total of
16 points.
ALABAMA BEATS TUSICEGEE
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.—
Alabama State college defeated
Tuskegee institute, 85-62, here
I Monday night.

CAMPBELL'S

Vegetable Soup 2
CAMPBELL'S

Beef Stew

..RPIlZ.

Noodle Soup.... 2 #1 Cam

LIBBY
24 or. con

Sc Beef Soup....... 2 #1Caia
LIBBY
Chili Spaghetti
16 or. eiet
LISSY—With meet bells
Spaghetti
151
/
2 or. can

KROGER CUT TENDERAY ROUND OR

irloin steak
U. S. Govt. Inspected
and Graded. Long end
out off . . . fiat loin
bane removed before
weighing end pricing.

KPOGER CUT TENDERAY

Chuck Roast
Boiling Beef
Cube Steak
LEAN TENDER

TENDER

KROGER'S

BEST

Rib Roast
Tip Roast

45c Slab Bacon
st.'n 89c Leg-o-lamb
Lb

RADISHES
YELLOW ONIONS
BELL PEPPERS
GRAPEFRUIT
CELERY
CABBAGE
Red

Gre

Juc

Crisp

Large; Firm

